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Learning from Heterogeneous Data Based on Social
Interactions over Graphs

Virginia Bordignon, Stefan Vlaski, Vincenzo Matta and Ali H. Sayed

Abstract—This work proposes a decentralized architecture,
where individual agents aim at solving a classification problem
while observing streaming features of different dimensions and
arising from possibly different distributions. In the context of
social learning, several useful strategies have been developed,
which solve decision making problems through local cooperation
across distributed agents and allow them to learn from streaming
data. However, traditional social learning strategies rely on the
fundamental assumption that each agent has significant prior
knowledge of the underlying distribution of the observations. In
this work we overcome this issue by introducing a machine learn-
ing framework that exploits social interactions over a graph, lead-
ing to a fully data-driven solution to the distributed classification
problem. In the proposed social machine learning (SML) strategy,
two phases are present: in the training phase, classifiers are
independently trained to generate a belief over a set of hypotheses
using a finite number of training samples; in the prediction phase,
classifiers evaluate streaming unlabeled observations and share
their instantaneous beliefs with neighboring classifiers. We show
that the SML strategy enables the agents to learn consistently
under this highly-heterogeneous setting and allows the network
to continue learning even during the prediction phase when it
is deciding on unlabeled samples. The prediction decisions are
used to continually improve performance thereafter in a manner
that is markedly different from most existing static classification
schemes where, following training, the decisions on unlabeled
data are not re-used to improve future performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOCIAL learning strategies allow for the classification
of unlabeled streaming observations by a network of

agents [2]–[9]. These agents are heterogeneous in two main
aspects: first, they may be observing different (possibly non-
overlapping) sets of attributes of the same observed scene;
second, their statistical models need not be the same, e.g.,
agents may be observing the same attribute from different
perspectives, which allows for a distribution diversity across
agents. In a collaborative solution, neighboring agents share
beliefs about their observations and diffuse this information
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across the network to arrive at a conclusion on the true
underlying class explaining the common observed scene.

Under a Bayesian social learning paradigm, the agents
would need to build the full posterior distribution of the
data by exploiting sophisticated dependencies across their
individual models. From a design perspective, this approach
is seldom viable since it would require exploiting mutual
dependencies across a (possibly large) set of agents. From a
behavioral perspective, it has been shown [10] that in many
distributed systems, agents learn in a non-Bayesian way in
the following sense. They first manage to construct their
belief according to a local Bayesian update rule, and then
these locally updated beliefs are shared among neighbors
to guarantee percolation of information across the network.
In this work, we focus accordingly on the non-Bayesian
paradigm. Several non-Bayesian social learning strategies exist
in the literature. A common feature is that they allow for
correct asymptotic learning of the truth [2], [3], [5], [7],
[9]. This desirable learning property requires however prior
knowledge of the true probability distributions characterizing
agents’ observations (usually referred to as likelihoods), which
are in general not available in real-world applications. In
practice, these models are only approximate, oftentimes the
result of a previous training stage, where, from limited data,
a parameterized model is learned.

This issue is recognized in the works [11], [12], where
the authors propose a framework for incorporating uncertainty
into non-Bayesian social learning. While [11] focuses only on
sets of Gaussian distributions, their proposed strategy in [12]
broadens the approach, but requires nonetheless the selection
of some suitable family of distributions that is amenable
to closed-form mathematical manipulations, such as determi-
nation of a conjugate prior. While relevant for numerically
generated data, in practical applications there is generally little
a priori evidence regarding the structure of likelihoods, e.g.,
in the distributed classification of images or videos.

In this work, we propose the Social Machine Learning
(SML) strategy: a decentralized algorithm for combining the
outputs of a heterogeneous network of classifiers over space
and time, based on the social learning algorithms proposed in
[7]–[9], [13]. Our approach has the advantage of allowing the
use of a fairly general class of distributions, which is relevant
in practical machine learning tasks. The SML strategy consists
of two independent phases: a training phase, in which the
classifiers are independently trained given a finite set of labeled
data samples, and a prediction phase, in which the trained
classifiers are deployed in a local collaborative structure while
observing streaming unlabeled samples. An early version of
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this strategy was presented in [1].
In our proposed strategy, agents (or classifiers) cooperate

with neighbors to overcome local spatial limitations. They
also aggregate their instantaneous opinions from streaming
observations, strengthening their decision-making capabilities
over time. These two aspects, i.e., information aggregation
over space and time, are common topics of research in the
fields of ensemble [14] and multi-view learning [15].

Popular examples of ensemble approaches are bagging [16]
and boosting [17], in which classifiers combine weighted
decisions across space. However, such combination takes place
in a centralized manner, namely, it is assumed that all agents
communicate their decisions to a fusion center. This mecha-
nism is fundamentally different from the fully decentralized
setting addressed here, where only local cooperation between
neighboring agents is permitted, and each individual agent
is eventually able to learn the correct class. Moreover, both
bagging and boosting methods do not address the streaming
data case, i.e., they do not leverage the temporal quality of the
online observations.

In multi-view learning, multiple views of the same data
are available, which are jointly used to improve general-
ization performance. Multi-view co-training approaches [18]
are notably suitable for semi-supervised learning, where a
substantial number of unlabeled samples are available. In these
approaches, distinct classifiers are trained on different views,
and one classifier’s predictions on new unlabeled examples
are used to enlarge the labeled training set of the other. The
procedure is repeated over the unlabeled samples, improving
their accuracy over successive iterations. However, multi-view
learning does not address the distributed and streaming-data
aspects. Regarding the former aspect, in multi-view learning
the classifiers are not spatially distributed or, if they are, it
is simply assumed that they can share their beliefs without
any constraints (i.e., as if they were co-located). Regarding
the latter aspect, multi-view learning does not assume that
streaming data are available for prediction.

The main contributions of this work are as follows. We
propose a social machine learning strategy that inherits the
following qualities from social learning: the ability to combine
classifiers with different dimensions and statistical models,
to adapt in view of changing real-time measurements, while
providing asymptotic performance guarantees, in addition to
continuous performance improvement during the prediction
phase. We show that with high probability, consistent learning
occurs despite the imperfectly trained models. We also show
that poorly trained classifiers can leverage the networked
setup to improve their performance, and that agents can use
temporal memory to improve their generalization performance,
in the form of classification accuracy. This property is distinct
from existing static prediction phases for traditional classifiers,
where classification decisions are instantaneous and do not
take advantage from aggregation of increasing amounts of
data that become available as time elapses. We illustrate these
results using an application to the MNIST [19] dataset for
image classification in a distributed setup. A comparison with
AdaBoost shows how, contrary to AdaBoost, SML enables
increased accuracy over time. We furthermore include a dis-

cussion in Appendix A comparing SML with the uncertain-
likelihood approach introduced in [12].

Notation: We use boldface fonts to denote random variables,
and normal fonts for their realizations. E and P denote expec-
tation and probability operators, respectively. When necessary,
suitable subscripts will be appended to denote the specific
random variables the operators refer to.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Inference Problem
We consider a network of K agents or classifiers, indexed

by k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}, trying to identify the true state of nature
γ0 out of a binary set of hypotheses or classes Γ = {−1,+1}.
The true state characterizes the scene all agents are observing.
To make a decision on the true state, each agent relies on
the observation of streaming private data, which relate to the
observed scene. Data are qualified as private due to the implicit
assumption that raw observations cannot be shared among
agents in order to, for example, minimize communication costs
or preserve secrecy.

More specifically, each agent k observes at each instant i
the feature vector hk,i ∈ Hk. The feature vectors are assumed
to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) over time.
Moreover, the features hk,i at agent k given the state γ0 form
a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors distributed according to
some conditional distribution (or likelihood):

hk,i ∼ Lk(h|γ0), h ∈ Hk, γ0 ∈ Γ. (1)

Notably, the model allows the features to be dependent across
agents (i.e., over space). The feature set Hk is particular to
agent k, allowing agents to be observing different features
from the same scene; in particular, the dimension of Hk

can be different across the agents. For example, an agent
might be observing RGB video frames while another might
be receiving infrared imagery taken both from the same street
scene. Another source of heterogeneity is the likelihood model
Lk(h|γ), which differs across agents and reflects their indi-
vidual perceptions. Within the previous street scene example,
agents might observe frames captured under different, possibly
non-overlapping, fields of view.

We can treat the true state of nature as a random variable γ0

and furthermore establish that the pair (hk,i,γ0) is distributed
according to the following joint distribution:

(hk,i,γ0) ∼ pk(h, γ) = Lk(h|γ)pk(γ), (2)

with h ∈ Hk, γ ∈ Γ, for every i = 1, 2, . . . due to the i.i.d.
assumption over time. Here, the notation pk(γ) corresponds
to the prior distribution at agent k for γ0 over the discrete set
of hypotheses Γ.

If the likelihood and prior distributions are perfectly known
to agent k, different strategies can be deployed to enable truth
learning. In a noncooperative framework, where each agent has
enough information to solve the problem on their own, we can
resort to the Bayes classifier. Alternatively, to leverage the data
spread across different agents of the network, a cooperative
strategy can be used, such as one of the existing social learning
methods. We discuss each of the two strategies in more detail
in the next paragraphs.
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B. Bayes Classifier

When the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [20] between
likelihoods Lk(h|+ 1) and Lk(h| − 1) is strictly positive, we
say that agent k possesses informative likelihoods and can thus
distinguish classes +1 and −1. Therefore, if the likelihood and
prior distributions are known to agent k and its likelihoods are
informative, the agent can employ the Bayes classifier to solve
the following maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) problem given an
observed sequence of features {hk,j} with j = 1, 2, . . . , i:

γBayes
k,i = arg max

γ∈Γ
pk(γ|hk,1,hk,2, . . . ,hk,i), (3)

where pk(γ|hk,1,hk,2, . . . ,hk,i) indicates the posterior prob-
ability of the event {γ = γ} given the sequence {hk,j}
with j = 1, 2, . . . , i. Using Bayes’ rule and the property of
conditional independence of the features over time, and taking
the logarithm of the posterior probability, we obtain

log pk(γ|hk,1,hk,2, . . . ,hk,i)

=

i∑

j=1

logLk(hk,j |γ) + log pk(γ)− log pk(hk,1, . . . ,hk,i),

(4)

where the joint distribution over the feature vectors, namely
pk(hk,1, . . . ,hk,i), does not depend on γ. For binary labels,
solving (3) is equivalent to producing a binary decision γBayes

k,i

using the following test:
i∑

j=1

log
Lk(hk,j |+ 1)

Lk(hk,j | − 1)
+ log

pk(+1)

pk(−1)

+1

≷
−1

0. (5)

Proposition 1 characterizes the consistency of Bayes classifier,
also known as recursive Bayesian forecasting given streaming
observations. It is a known result [21] and is therefore stated
without proof.

Proposition 1 (Bayes Classifier for a Sequence of Obser-
vations). Assume that pk(γ) > 0 for γ ∈ Γ, and that the KL
divergences between likelihoods satisfy:

0 < DKL [Lk(+1)||Lk(−1)] <∞, (6)
0 < DKL [Lk(−1)||Lk(+1)] <∞, (7)

where DKL [Lk(γ)||Lk(γ′)] denotes the KL divergence be-
tween likelihoods Lk(h|γ) and Lk(h|γ′). Then the Bayes
classifier γBayes

k,i learns the truth with probability 1 as i goes
to infinity. �

While this result ensures consistent learning, it requires each
individual agent to have informative likelihoods and thus to be
able to distinguish both hypotheses. This restriction motivates
the pursuit of collaborative social learning schemes, where
agents exchange information to resolve ambiguities arising
from incomplete information.

C. Social Learning

In a multi-agent setup, a network of K agents is modeled
as a strongly-connected graph, i.e., where there is a path in
both directions linking any two agents and at least one self-
loop (a diagram can be seen in Fig. 1). The graph possesses
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a`k
<latexit sha1_base64="YvPFM27b8ZVaped9klo4iffTb8I=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtIQ9lsJ+3SzSbsToQS+jO8eFDx6r/x5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXZVIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJprDj5PZaq7ETMghQIfBUroZhpYEknoROObmd95BG1Equ5xkkGYsKESseAMrRSwfkF7ICUdT/v1htt056B/iVeSBinR7tc/e4OU5wko5JIZE3huhmHBNAouYVrr5QYyxsdsCIGliiVgwmJ+8pSeWGVA41TbUkjn6s+JgiXGTJLIdiYMR2bZm4n/eUGO8WVYCJXlCIovFsW5pJjS2f90IDRwlBNLGNfC3kr5iGnG0aZUsyF4yy//Jf5Z86rp3Z03WtdlGlVyRI7JKfHIBWmRW9ImPuEkJU/khbw66Dw7b877orXilDOH5Becj28qZZC4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YvPFM27b8ZVaped9klo4iffTb8I=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtIQ9lsJ+3SzSbsToQS+jO8eFDx6r/x5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXZVIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJprDj5PZaq7ETMghQIfBUroZhpYEknoROObmd95BG1Equ5xkkGYsKESseAMrRSwfkF7ICUdT/v1htt056B/iVeSBinR7tc/e4OU5wko5JIZE3huhmHBNAouYVrr5QYyxsdsCIGliiVgwmJ+8pSeWGVA41TbUkjn6s+JgiXGTJLIdiYMR2bZm4n/eUGO8WVYCJXlCIovFsW5pJjS2f90IDRwlBNLGNfC3kr5iGnG0aZUsyF4yy//Jf5Z86rp3Z03WtdlGlVyRI7JKfHIBWmRW9ImPuEkJU/khbw66Dw7b877orXilDOH5Becj28qZZC4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YvPFM27b8ZVaped9klo4iffTb8I=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtIQ9lsJ+3SzSbsToQS+jO8eFDx6r/x5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXZVIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJprDj5PZaq7ETMghQIfBUroZhpYEknoROObmd95BG1Equ5xkkGYsKESseAMrRSwfkF7ICUdT/v1htt056B/iVeSBinR7tc/e4OU5wko5JIZE3huhmHBNAouYVrr5QYyxsdsCIGliiVgwmJ+8pSeWGVA41TbUkjn6s+JgiXGTJLIdiYMR2bZm4n/eUGO8WVYCJXlCIovFsW5pJjS2f90IDRwlBNLGNfC3kr5iGnG0aZUsyF4yy//Jf5Z86rp3Z03WtdlGlVyRI7JKfHIBWmRW9ImPuEkJU/khbw66Dw7b877orXilDOH5Becj28qZZC4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YvPFM27b8ZVaped9klo4iffTb8I=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtIQ9lsJ+3SzSbsToQS+jO8eFDx6r/x5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXZVIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJprDj5PZaq7ETMghQIfBUroZhpYEknoROObmd95BG1Equ5xkkGYsKESseAMrRSwfkF7ICUdT/v1htt056B/iVeSBinR7tc/e4OU5wko5JIZE3huhmHBNAouYVrr5QYyxsdsCIGliiVgwmJ+8pSeWGVA41TbUkjn6s+JgiXGTJLIdiYMR2bZm4n/eUGO8WVYCJXlCIovFsW5pJjS2f90IDRwlBNLGNfC3kr5iGnG0aZUsyF4yy//Jf5Z86rp3Z03WtdlGlVyRI7JKfHIBWmRW9ImPuEkJU/khbw66Dw7b877orXilDOH5Becj28qZZC4</latexit>

C1
<latexit sha1_base64="dG+YcICHo4fdm4gYTnUp7Dj2pLk=">AAACE3icbVBLSgNBFOzxG+Mv6tJNYxBchZko6DKQjSuJYD6QDKGn8yZp0vOx+40QhhxD3Oo53IlbD+AxvIE9ySxMYkFDUVXv9aO8WAqNtv1tra1vbG5tF3aKu3v7B4elo+OWjhLFockjGamOxzRIEUITBUroxApY4Eloe+N65refQGkRhQ84icEN2DAUvuAMjeT2AoYjzmRan/adfqlsV+wZ6CpxclImORr90k9vEPEkgBC5ZFp3HTtGN2UKBZcwLfYSDTHjYzaErqEhC0C76ezoKT03yoD6kTIvRDpT/06kLNB6EngmmR2pl71M/M/rJujfuKkI4wQh5POP/ERSjGjWAB0IBRzlxBDGlTC3Uj5iinE0PS1systxU0i0ScY4LZqOnOVGVkmrWnEuK9X7q3LtLm+rQE7JGbkgDrkmNXJLGqRJOHkkL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3Oo2tWPnNCFmB9/QJlPJ8/</latexit>

C2
<latexit sha1_base64="NyM/EDqhCagZKUFVTbsy4muFyzE=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tJNsAiuSlIFXRa6cSUV7APaUCbTSTt0MokzN0IJ/Qxxq9/hTtz6AX6Gf+CkzcK2Hhg4nHPuncvxY8E1Os63tba+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo5bOkoUZU0aiUh1fKKZ4JI1kaNgnVgxEvqCtf1xPfPbT0xpHskHnMTMC8lQ8oBTgkbyeiHBESUirU/71X6p7FScGexV4uakDDka/dJPbxDRJGQSqSBad10nRi8lCjkVbFrsJZrFhI7JkHUNlSRk2ktnR0/tc6MM7CBS5km0Z+rfiZSEWk9C3ySzI/Wyl4n/ed0Egxsv5TJOkEk6/yhIhI2RnTVgD7hiFMXEEEIVN7fadEQUoWh6WtiUl+OlLNEmGeO0aDpylxtZJa1qxb2sVO+vyrW7vK0CnMIZXIAL11CDW2hAEyg8wgu8wpv1bL1bH9bnPLpm5TMnsADr6xdm359A</latexit>

C3
<latexit sha1_base64="Bfx6ulq7Yob0EQFstGaRboWxm9E=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiStoMtCN66kgn1AG8pkOmmHTiZxZiKUkM8Qt/od7sStH+Bn+AdO2ixs64GBwznn3rkcL+JMadv+tgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fiko8JYEtomIQ9lz8OKciZoWzPNaS+SFAcep11v2sz87hOVioXiQc8i6gZ4LJjPCNZGcgcB1hOCedJMh/VhuWJX7TnQOnFyUoEcrWH5ZzAKSRxQoQnHSvUdO9JugqVmhNO0NIgVjTCZ4jHtGypwQJWbzI9O0YVRRsgPpXlCo7n6dyLBgVKzwDPJ7Ei16mXif14/1v6NmzARxZoKsvjIjznSIcoaQCMmKdF8ZggmkplbEZlgiYk2PS1tystxExork4x0WjIdOauNrJNOrerUq7X7q0rjLm+rCGdwDpfgwDU04BZa0AYCj/ACr/BmPVvv1of1uYgWrHzmFJZgff0CaIKfQQ==</latexit>

C4
<latexit sha1_base64="kASPsrM+5WAUxGbgImIC7rzdZJY=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVZJa0GWhG1dSwT6gDWUyvWmHTiZxZiKUkM8Qt/od7sStH+Bn+AdO2ixs64GBwznn3rkcL+JMadv+tgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fiko8JYUmjTkIey5xEFnAloa6Y59CIJJPA4dL1pM/O7TyAVC8WDnkXgBmQsmM8o0UZyBwHRE0p40kyH9WG5YlftOfA6cXJSQTlaw/LPYBTSOAChKSdK9R070m5CpGaUQ1oaxAoiQqdkDH1DBQlAucn86BRfGGWE/VCaJzSeq38nEhIoNQs8k8yOVKteJv7n9WPt37gJE1GsQdDFR37MsQ5x1gAeMQlU85khhEpmbsV0QiSh2vS0tCkvx00gViYZ6bRkOnJWG1knnVrVuarW7uuVxl3eVhGdoXN0iRx0jRroFrVQG1H0iF7QK3qznq1368P6XEQLVj5zipZgff0CaiWfQg==</latexit>

C5
<latexit sha1_base64="/jfIymwJIZhyYVNfCxj560kW3OM=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRV0WWhG1dSwT6gDWUynbRDJ5M4MxFKyGeIW/0Od+LWD/Az/AMnbRa29cDA4Zxz71yOF3GmtG1/W4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUVmEsCW2RkIey62FFORO0pZnmtBtJigOP0443aWR+54lKxULxoKcRdQM8EsxnBGsjuf0A6zHBPGmkg6tBuWJX7RnQKnFyUoEczUH5pz8MSRxQoQnHSvUcO9JugqVmhNO01I8VjTCZ4BHtGSpwQJWbzI5O0ZlRhsgPpXlCo5n6dyLBgVLTwDPJ7Ei17GXif14v1v6NmzARxZoKMv/IjznSIcoaQEMmKdF8aggmkplbERljiYk2PS1systxExork4x0WjIdOcuNrJJ2repcVGv3l5X6Xd5WEU7gFM7BgWuowy00oQUEHuEFXuHNerberQ/rcx4tWPnMMSzA+voFa8ifQw==</latexit>

C6
<latexit sha1_base64="5bnWRxPy0JsQ8gz7Qt7mGOXpSyg=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRV1GWhG1dSwT6gDWUynbRDJ5M4MxFKyGeIW/0Od+LWD/Az/AMnbRa29cDA4Zxz71yOF3GmtG1/W4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUVmEsCW2RkIey62FFORO0pZnmtBtJigOP0443aWR+54lKxULxoKcRdQM8EsxnBGsjuf0A6zHBPGmkg6tBuWJX7RnQKnFyUoEczUH5pz8MSRxQoQnHSvUcO9JugqVmhNO01I8VjTCZ4BHtGSpwQJWbzI5O0ZlRhsgPpXlCo5n6dyLBgVLTwDPJ7Ei17GXif14v1v6NmzARxZoKMv/IjznSIcoaQEMmKdF8aggmkplbERljiYk2PS1systxExork4x0WjIdOcuNrJJ2repcVGv3l5X6Xd5WEU7gFM7BgWuowy00oQUEHuEFXuHNerberQ/rcx4tWPnMMSzA+voFbWufRA==</latexit>

C7
<latexit sha1_base64="DeWjKP1kIwm4mtWfsXc/KCeoQKI=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVZIq1GWhG1dSwT6gDWUyvWmHTiZxZiKUkM8Qt/od7sStH+Bn+AdO2ixs64GBwznn3rkcL+JMadv+tgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fiko8JYUmjTkIey5xEFnAloa6Y59CIJJPA4dL1pM/O7TyAVC8WDnkXgBmQsmM8o0UZyBwHRE0p40kyH9WG5YlftOfA6cXJSQTlaw/LPYBTSOAChKSdK9R070m5CpGaUQ1oaxAoiQqdkDH1DBQlAucn86BRfGGWE/VCaJzSeq38nEhIoNQs8k8yOVKteJv7n9WPt37gJE1GsQdDFR37MsQ5x1gAeMQlU85khhEpmbsV0QiSh2vS0tCkvx00gViYZ6bRkOnJWG1knnVrVuarW7q8rjbu8rSI6Q+foEjmojhroFrVQG1H0iF7QK3qznq1368P6XEQLVj5zipZgff0Cbw6fRQ==</latexit>

C8
<latexit sha1_base64="FHlYMJeDQWsOAk+XEofE/zSX6+k=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVZIq2GWhG1dSwT6gDWUynbRDJ5M4cyOUkM8Qt/od7sStH+Bn+AdO2ixs64GBwznn3rkcLxJcg21/W4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS0WGsKGvTUISq5xHNBJesDRwE60WKkcATrOtNm5nffWJK81A+wCxibkDGkvucEjCSOwgITCgRSTMd1oflil2158DrxMlJBeVoDcs/g1FI44BJoIJo3XfsCNyEKOBUsLQ0iDWLCJ2SMesbKknAtJvMj07xhVFG2A+VeRLwXP07kZBA61ngmWR2pF71MvE/rx+DX3cTLqMYmKSLj/xYYAhx1gAeccUoiJkhhCpubsV0QhShYHpa2pSX4yYs1iYZQVoyHTmrjayTTq3qXFVr99eVxl3eVhGdoXN0iRx0gxroFrVQG1H0iF7QK3qznq1368P6XEQLVj5zipZgff0CcLGfRg==</latexit>

C9
<latexit sha1_base64="8Nb9x4cJMyXqtiw2uzPO9uv8cK8=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRVUHeFblxJBfuANpTJdNIOnUzizEQoIZ8hbvU73IlbP8DP8A+ctFnY1gMDh3POvXM5XsSZ0rb9bRXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW4WxJLRFQh7KrocV5UzQlmaa024kKQ48TjvepJH5nScqFQvFg55G1A3wSDCfEayN5PYDrMcE86SRDm4G5YpdtWdAq8TJSQVyNAfln/4wJHFAhSYcK9Vz7Ei7CZaaEU7TUj9WNMJkgke0Z6jAAVVuMjs6RWdGGSI/lOYJjWbq34kEB0pNA88ksyPVspeJ/3m9WPvXbsJEFGsqyPwjP+ZIhyhrAA2ZpETzqSGYSGZuRWSMJSba9LSwKS/HTWisTDLSacl05Cw3skratapzUa3dX1bqd3lbRTiBUzgHB66gDrfQhBYQeIQXeIU369l6tz6sz3m0YOUzx7AA6+sXclSfRw==</latexit>

CK
<latexit sha1_base64="/KY7appta8byIMhzk04wnfWr4aU=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRV0GWhG0GQCvYBbSiT6aQdOpnEmYlQQj5D3Op3uBO3foCf4R84abOwrQcGDuece+dyvIgzpW372yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjtgpjSWiLhDyUXQ8rypmgLc00p91IUhx4nHa8SSPzO09UKhaKBz2NqBvgkWA+I1gbye0HWI8J5kkjHdwOyhW7as+AVomTkwrkaA7KP/1hSOKACk04Vqrn2JF2Eyw1I5ympX6saITJBI9oz1CBA6rcZHZ0is6MMkR+KM0TGs3UvxMJDpSaBp5JZkeqZS8T//N6sfav3YSJKNZUkPlHfsyRDlHWABoySYnmU0MwkczcisgYS0y06WlhU16Om9BYmWSk05LpyFluZJW0a1Xnolq7v6zU7/K2inACp3AODlxBHW6gCS0g8Agv8Apv1rP1bn1Yn/NowcpnjmEB1tcvj8qfWQ==</latexit>

C`
<latexit sha1_base64="NDFZDl5wJ09NfmE2fgjIzUFnJrE=">AAACGHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWARXJamCLgvduJIK9gFNCJPpTTt0Mgkzk0IJ+RFxq9/hTty68zP8AydtFrb1wMDhnHPvXE6QMCqVbX8bG5tb2zu7lb3q/sHh0bF5ctqVcSoIdEjMYtEPsARGOXQUVQz6iQAcBQx6waRV+L0pCElj/qRmCXgRHnEaUoKVlnzTdCOsxgSzrJX7LjDmmzW7bs9hrROnJDVUou2bP+4wJmkEXBGGpRw4dqK8DAtFCYO86qYSEkwmeAQDTTmOQHrZ/PLcutTK0ApjoR9X1lz9O5HhSMpZFOhkcadc9QrxP2+QqvDOyyhPUgWcLD4KU2ap2CpqsIZUAFFspgkmgupbLTLGAhOly1raVPbjZZBKnUxUXtUdOauNrJNuo+5c1xuPN7XmQ9lWBZ2jC3SFHHSLmugetVEHETRFL+gVvRnPxrvxYXwuohtGOXOGlmB8/QKuR6D2</latexit>

Ck
<latexit sha1_base64="DGtp7MnoZlnon43qvJgWlIqbUkI=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tJNsAiuSlIFXRa6cSUV7APaUCbTSTt0MokzN0IJ/Qxxq9/hTtz6AX6Gf+CkzcK2Hhg4nHPuncvxY8E1Os63tba+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo5bOkoUZU0aiUh1fKKZ4JI1kaNgnVgxEvqCtf1xPfPbT0xpHskHnMTMC8lQ8oBTgkbyeiHBESUirU/7436p7FScGexV4uakDDka/dJPbxDRJGQSqSBad10nRi8lCjkVbFrsJZrFhI7JkHUNlSRk2ktnR0/tc6MM7CBS5km0Z+rfiZSEWk9C3ySzI/Wyl4n/ed0Egxsv5TJOkEk6/yhIhI2RnTVgD7hiFMXEEEIVN7fadEQUoWh6WtiUl+OlLNEmGeO0aDpylxtZJa1qxb2sVO+vyrW7vK0CnMIZXIAL11CDW2hAEyg8wgu8wpv1bL1bH9bnPLpm5TMnsADr6xfEKp95</latexit>

Ck
<latexit sha1_base64="DGtp7MnoZlnon43qvJgWlIqbUkI=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tJNsAiuSlIFXRa6cSUV7APaUCbTSTt0MokzN0IJ/Qxxq9/hTtz6AX6Gf+CkzcK2Hhg4nHPuncvxY8E1Os63tba+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo5bOkoUZU0aiUh1fKKZ4JI1kaNgnVgxEvqCtf1xPfPbT0xpHskHnMTMC8lQ8oBTgkbyeiHBESUirU/7436p7FScGexV4uakDDka/dJPbxDRJGQSqSBad10nRi8lCjkVbFrsJZrFhI7JkHUNlSRk2ktnR0/tc6MM7CBS5km0Z+rfiZSEWk9C3ySzI/Wyl4n/ed0Egxsv5TJOkEk6/yhIhI2RnTVgD7hiFMXEEEIVN7fadEQUoWh6WtiUl+OlLNEmGeO0aDpylxtZJa1qxb2sVO+vyrW7vK0CnMIZXIAL11CDW2hAEyg8wgu8wpv1bL1bH9bnPLpm5TMnsADr6xfEKp95</latexit>

⌘ Classifier k
<latexit sha1_base64="/piX2HqwtL28jIkIuappBQ2Rqzo=">AAACH3icbVDLTgIxFO3gC/E16sKFm0bGxBWZwYWuDAkbl5jII4EJ6ZQ70NB52HZIyISPMW71O9wZt3yGf2AHZiHgSZqcnHPvaXu8mDOpbHtuFLa2d3b3ivulg8Oj4xPz9Kwlo0RQaNKIR6LjEQmchdBUTHHoxAJI4HFoe+N65rcnICSLwmc1jcENyDBkPqNEaalvXlg9eEnYxMJ1TqTUDghsja2+WbYr9gJ4kzg5KaMcjb750xtENAkgVDRL6jp2rNyUCMUoh1mpl0iICR2TIXQ1DUkA0k0XH5jha60MsB8JfUKFF+rfjZQEUk4DT08GRI3kupeJ/3ndRPn3bsrCOFEQ0uVFfsKxinDWBh4wAVTxqSaECqbfiumICEKV7mwlKcumhLspJFJPxmpW0h05641skla14txWqk/Vcu0hb6uILtEVukEOukM19IgaqIkomqE39I4+jFfj0/gyvpejBSPfOUcrMOa/ERmihw==</latexit>

Fig. 1. Diagram of the network of classifiers.

a left-stochastic combination matrix A, whose elements a`k
satisfy:

K∑

`=1

a`k = 1, a`k ≥ 0, a`k = 0 if ` /∈ Nk, (8)

where Nk indicates the set of neighbors of k (including k
itself). Each a`k is a combination weight scaling information
arriving at agent k from agent `. From the strong-connectivity
assumption, A is a primitive matrix and we can therefore
define its Perron eigenvector π as [22]:

Aπ = π,

K∑

k=1

πk = 1, πk > 0 for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K. (9)

If the K−agent network is collectively observing streaming
features {h1,i,h2,i, . . . ,hK,i}, it is beneficial for agents to
cooperate in order to solve the inference problem. One in-
tuitive benefit of cooperation comes from the fact that the
network is observing K times more data than each individual
alone. Another fundamental benefit is that network coopera-
tion can enable successful learning even when the decision
problem is not identifiable for the individual agents, but is
globally identifiable at the network level. Among the existing
cooperative protocols, decentralized processing is particularly
appealing for not only improving learning performance, but
also for increasing robustness and ensuring data privacy [22].
Moreover, in a decentralized setup, agents share processed
information, i.e., they do not share raw data, with their
immediate neighbors.

Inspired by the advantages of decentralized processing, a
large family of non-Bayesian social learning works has been
proposed with the purpose of solving the aforementioned
inference problem [2], [3], [5]–[7], [9]. Resorting to different
update and combination mechanisms, many of them have the
feature of yielding asymptotic truth learning [2], [3], [5]–[7].
In the following development, we detail two of these strategies.

a) Traditional Social Learning: We first consider the
social learning (SL) strategy discussed in [5], [7], [8], [10].
At every instant i, each agent k updates its belief (opinion)
ϕk,i(γ) given its private observations and its neighbors’ be-
liefs. The belief vector ϕk,i is a probability mass function over
the set of hypotheses Γ, where each element ϕk,i(γ) represents
the confidence that hypothesis γ corresponds to the true state.
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The belief is updated according to a two-step protocol:

ψk,i(γ) =
ϕk,i−1(γ)Lk(hk,i|γ)∑

γ′∈Γϕk,i−1(γ′)Lk(hk,i|γ′)
, (10)

ϕk,i(γ) =
exp

{∑
`∈Nk a`k logψ`,i(γ)

}
∑
γ′∈Γ exp

{∑
`∈Nk a`k logψ`,i(γ′)

} , (11)

where in the first step (Eq. (10)) agent k updates its interme-
diate belief ψk,i using the observed feature vector hk,i. Then
in the second step (Eq. (11)), agents share their intermediate
beliefs with neighboring agents and update their beliefs using
a geometric averaging rule.

An equivalent linear way of representing (10) and (11) is
in the form of the diffusion strategy [22], [23]:

ηk,i = λk,i−1 + ck(hk,i), (12)

λk,i =
∑

`∈Nk

a`kη`,i, (13)

in terms of the following scalar quantities:

λk,i , log
ϕk,i(+1)

ϕk,i(−1)
, ηk,i , log

ψk,i(+1)

ψk,i(−1)
, (14)

ck(hk,i) , log
Lk(hk,i|+ 1)

Lk(hk,i| − 1)
. (15)

Equations (12) and (13) can be joined into a single equation
as:

λk,i =
∑

`∈Nk

a`k

(
λ`,i−1 + c`(h`,i)

)
. (16)

The representation in (16) highlights that, in the decision
variable λk,i, agent k aggregates past (in the form of λ`,i−1)
and present (in the form of c`(h`,i)) information relative to
its neighbors ` ∈ Nk.

Previous works [5], [7], [8], [10] show that, under the strat-
egy in (10) and (11), the belief component ϕk,i(γ0) converges
almost surely to 1 as i→∞, i.e., the belief is maximized at
the true hypothesis. Specifically, by developing the recursion
in (16) it is possible to show that, as i→∞, the belief function
is maximized at the true hypothesis, provided that a weighted
combination (through the Perron eigenvector weights) of the
detection statistics c`(h`,i) has positive expectation under
hypothesis +1 and negative expectation under −1, namely,1

K∑

`=1

π`EL`(+1)c`(h`,i) > 0,

K∑

`=1

π`EL`(−1)c`(h`,i) < 0

(18)
where EL`(γ) indicates that the expectation is computed with
respect to the distribution L`(h|γ). We remark that the condi-
tion for consistency in (18) would apply to general detection

1The sufficient condition for consistent learning in (18) can be reached by
following similar arguments as in [8, Appendix A]. Developing the recursion
in (16) and dividing by i, we can conclude that

1

i
λk,i

a.s.−→
K∑
`=1

π`EL`(γ0)c`(h`,i). (17)

If
∑K
`=1 π`EL`(γ0)c`(h`,i) > 0, then λk,i goes to +∞, and thus agents

decide for class +1. Otherwise if
∑K
`=1 π`EL`(γ0)c`(h`,i) < 0, then λk,i

goes to −∞, and thus agents decide for class −1 .

statistics c`(·), and not only to log-likelihood ratios as in (15).
For example, detection statistics different from (15) may arise
because the agents compute mismatched log-likelihood ratios
due to imperfect knowledge. This observation is particularly
relevant in our work since, when we will examine the social
machine learning setting (where the likelihoods are unknown)
we will need to work with general detection statistics learned
from a training set. On the other hand, for the specific case
where the likelihoods are known and (15) is employed, the
conditions in (18) are satisfied whenever the network satisfies
the global identifiability assumption [7], i.e., at least one agent
in the network is able to distinguish the hypotheses. In this
case, for at least one agent k, it follows that

ELk(+1)ck(hk,i) = DKL[Lk(+1)||Lk(−1)] > 0 (19)
ELk(−1)ck(hk,i) = −DKL[Lk(−1)||Lk(+1)] < 0. (20)

From the positivity of the Perron eigenvector π, (19) and (20)
imply that the conditions in (18) are satisfied.

Therefore, the strategy in (10) and (11) allows agents to
learn the truth asymptotically, as i tends to infinity, with
probability 1 [5], [7]. Almost sure consistent learning is a
desirable feature in any inference algorithm. This remarkable
accuracy in learning the truth comes however at the expense
of a reduced ability by the algorithm to adapt to drifting
non-stationary conditions, e.g., to changes in the true state
γ0, to missing observations, and to changes in the statistical
characteristics of the data. As discussed in [9], agents be-
have stubbornly in face of environment changes, displaying
an unreasonably large time to adapt to new conditions. To
address non-stationary applications, we introduce a second SL
algorithm.

b) Adaptive Social Learning: In a real-time application,
we expect the environment conditions to change with time,
and the learning strategy should be able to track the drifting
conditions within a reasonable response time. In [9], [13], an
adaptive social learning strategy was proposed to overcome
the lack of adaptation in traditional social learning.

In one of the formulations proposed in [9], the first step of
the update rule in (21) is replaced by an adaptive update as
follows:

ψk,i(γ) =
ϕ1−δ
k,i−1(γ)Lk(hk,i|γ)

∑
γ′∈Γϕ

1−δ
k,i−1(γ′)Lk(hk,i|γ′)

, (21)

where 0 < δ � 1 is a small step-size (or learning) parameter2.
The combination step, in which the intermediate beliefs are
shared across neighbors, is the same as the one in (11). The
introduction of a step-size to the local update in (21) infuses
the algorithm with the ability to adapt in face of non-stationary
conditions with an adaptation time that scales as O(1/δ) [9].
In the limit case, when δ → 0, we recover the Bayesian update
in (10).

2In [9], it is shown that the update in (21) yields a learning performance
that is similar to the alternative update:

ψk,i(γ) =
ϕ1−δ
k,i−1(γ)Lδk(hk,i|γ)∑

γ′∈Γ ϕ
1−δ
k,i−1(γ′)Lδk(hk,i|γ′)

, (22)

in which δ also weights the new information contained in Lk(hk,i|γ).
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Similarly to (12)–(13), we can represent (11) and (21) in
the form of an adaptive diffusion strategy [24]:

ηk,i = (1− δ)λk,i−1 + ck(hk,i), (23)

λk,i =
∑

`∈Nk

a`kη`,i, (24)

which yields:

λk,i =
∑

`∈Nk

a`k

(
(1− δ)λ`,i−1 + c`(h`,i)

)
. (25)

From (25), we see clearly that the step-size δ attenuates the
influence of past data, embodied by λ`,i−1. As long as δ is
strictly greater than zero and smaller than one, the recursion in
(25) can be shown to be stable, i.e., λk,i does not degenerate
to ±∞ as i → ∞. This non-degenerate behavior is the
reason why the adaptive social learning algorithm can quickly
recover from a previous state when faced with changes in the
environment [9].

The price for this improved adaptation is reflected on the
learning accuracy. In contrast with the almost sure convergence
found in traditional social learning, consistent learning now
occurs asymptotically (as i → ∞) with high probability
in the regime of small step-sizes (as δ → 0) [9], [13].
The same sufficient condition for attaining consistent truth
learning enunciated in (18), applies for the adaptive social
learning algorithm as well, even for general detection statistics
c`(·) [24].

Similarly to most social learning algorithms in the literature,
the family of likelihoods Lk(h|γ) with γ ∈ Γ is assumed to
be perfectly known to each agent k. As we can see, in both
of the aforementioned social learning strategies, one important
statistic diffused across agents and over time is the log-ratio
of likelihoods, c`(·) as in (15), which is classically employed
as the basic building block to design other types of distributed
detection strategies [25], [26]. In real-world applications, these
likelihood models are generally unavailable. Instead, they
are obtained as the result of a prior training step in which
(parameterized) models are trained using a finite set of data
examples.

In view of this practical limitation of social learning, we
propose in this work a two-phase learning strategy, which we
refer to as Social Machine Learning (SML). In this strategy,
the likelihood models are assumed to be unknown.

III. SOCIAL MACHINE LEARNING

The SML strategy is designed as a two-step approach.
In the training phase, the classifiers are trained individually
given private finite datasets. In the prediction phase, classifiers
are deployed in a cooperative social learning structure. In
Fig. 2, we show a diagram depicting the SML approach. These
distinct learning phases are detailed in the following sections.

To avoid confusion, random variables related to the training
phase are topped with a symbol ∼. Furthermore, data samples
pertaining to the training datasets are indexed by n, whereas,
in the prediction phase, they are indexed by i. For example,
h̃k,n ∈ Hk represents the n−th feature vector available in
the training dataset of agent k, whereas hk,i ∈ Hk represents

Classifier k
<latexit sha1_base64="kSZDq9QK2+j3ZUU4TyMHKE7k1R8=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgIxFL3jE/GFunTTCCauyAwudElk4xITeSQwkk65Aw2dR9qOhkz4DzcuNMat/+LOv7EDs1DwJE1Oz7n39vZ4seBK2/a3tba+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo7bKkokwxaLRCS7HlUoeIgtzbXAbiyRBp7AjjdpZH7nEaXiUXivpzG6AR2F3OeMaiM9NARVylxRksqkMiiV7ao9B1klTk7KkKM5KH31hxFLAgw1yyb1HDvWbkql5kzgrNhPFMaUTegIe4aGNEDlpvOtZ+TcKEPiR9KcUJO5+rsjpYFS08AzlQHVY7XsZeJ/Xi/R/rWb8jBONIZs8ZCfCKIjkkVAhlwi02JqCGWSm10JG1NJmTZBFU0IzvKXV0m7VnUuq7W7Wrl+k8dRgFM4gwtw4ArqcAtNaAEDCc/wCm/Wk/VivVsfi9I1K+85gT+wPn8Ai6WR4A==</latexit>

Labeled data
<latexit sha1_base64="xnOoheUHTpMt/FY5gyUpLKNqxi0=">AAAB83icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0stAzaWFhEMB+QHGFuby5Zsrd37O4J4cjfsLFQxNY/Y+e/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0gF18Z1v5219Y3Nre3STnl3b//gsHJ03NZJphi2WCIS1Q1Ao+ASW4Ybgd1UIcSBwE4wvp35nSdUmify0UxS9GMYSh5xBsZK/XsIUGBIQzAwqFTdmjsHXSVeQaqkQHNQ+eqHCctilIYJ0Lrnuanxc1CGM4HTcj/TmAIbwxB7lkqIUfv5/OYpPbdKSKNE2ZKGztXfEznEWk/iwHbGYEZ62ZuJ/3m9zETXfs5lmhmUbLEoygQ1CZ0FQEOukBkxsQSY4vZWykaggBkbU9mG4C2/vEra9Zp3Was/1KuNmyKOEjklZ+SCeOSKNMgdaZIWYSQlz+SVvDmZ8+K8Ox+L1jWnmDkhf+B8/gCFlZFX</latexit>

Models
<latexit sha1_base64="i5j+q9cEdRqNhSenX+iVW52Wit0=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5ioWXQxkaIYD4gOcLe3lyyZu/22N0TQsh/sLFQxNb/Y+e/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0gF18Z1v53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48ammZKYZNJoVUnYBqFDzBpuFGYCdVSONAYDsY3cz89hMqzWXyYMYp+jEdJDzijBorte5kiEL3yxW36s5BVomXkwrkaPTLX71QsizGxDBBte56bmr8CVWGM4HTUi/TmFI2ogPsWprQGLU/mV87JWdWCUkkla3EkLn6e2JCY63HcWA7Y2qGetmbif953cxEV/6EJ2lmMGGLRVEmiJFk9joJuUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyYwMq2RC85ZdXSatW9S6qtftapX6dx1GEEziFc/DgEupwCw1oAoNHeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP476jxw=</latexit>

hk,i
<latexit sha1_base64="Zrhis+k/XAUqi+5weO8e3wYM1t0=">AAAB9nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBQym7VdBj0YvHCvYDukvJpmkbmmSXJCuWZf+GR/UiXv0zHvw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhTFn2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbR0litAWiXikuiHWlDNJW4YZTruxoliEnHbCye3M7zxSpVkkH8w0poHAI8mGjGBjJd8PRTrO+umkyrJ+ueLW3DnQKvFyUoEczX75yx9EJBFUGsKx1j3PjU2QYmUY4TQr+YmmMSYTPKI9SyUWVAfp/OYMnVllgIaRsiUNmqu/J1IstJ6KsBoK2yywGetleyb+5/USM7wOUibjxFBJFruGCUcmQrMM0IApSgyfWoKJYvZcRMZYYWJsUiWbg7f89Spp12veRa1+f1lp3OSJFOEETuEcPLiCBtxBE1pAIIZneIU358l5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fPRaS5Q==</latexit>

Decision
variables

<latexit sha1_base64="Sgp/+TDKL0W1hbnTwNR8hWu+tPY=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSnIYBFclaQudFnUhcsK9gFNKDeTSTt0Mgkzk0Ip3bnxV9y4UMStv+DOv3HSZqGtBwYO59x7594TpJwp7Tjf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dvHxy2VJJJQpsk4YnsBKAoZ4I2NdOcdlJJIQ44bQfDm9xvj6hULBEPepxSP4a+YBEjoI3Us088kTARUqHxLSUsr/M8PALJwIxQPbviVJ0Z8DJxC1JBBRo9+8sLE5LFZiDhoFTXdVLtT0BqRjidlr1M0RTIEPq0a6iAmCp/Mrtjis+MEuIokeaZhWbq744JxEqN48BUxqAHatHLxf+8bqajK3/CRJppKsj8oyjjWCc4DwWHTFKi+dgQIJKZXTEZgASiTXRlE4K7ePIyadWq7kW1dl+r1K+LOEroGJ2ic+SiS1RHd6iBmoigR/SMXtGb9WS9WO/Wx7x0xSp6jtAfWJ8/GfyZcw==</latexit>

�k,i
<latexit sha1_base64="lWuMm8T+NWd7hvCO51XvZFAATAg=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vsS7dBIvgopSZKuiy6MZlBfuAzjBkMmkbmmSGJCOWYcAvcaluxK0/4sK/MW1noa0HAodz7uHenDBhVGnH+bZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+gX1Y7ao4lZh0cMxi2Q+RIowK0tFUM9JPJEE8ZKQXTm5mfu+BSEVjca+nCfE5Ggk6pBhpIwV21Qt55jETiFAeZJM6zQO75jScOeAqcQtSAwXagf3lRTFOOREaM6TUwHUS7WdIaooZySteqkiC8ASNyMBQgThRfja/PYenRongMJbmCQ3n6u9EhrhSUx7WQ26GOdJjtWzPxP+8QaqHV35GRZJqIvBi1zBlUMdw1gWMqCRYs6khCEtqzoV4jCTC2jRWMT24y79eJd1mwz1vNO8uaq3ropEyOAYn4Ay44BK0wC1ogw7A4BE8g1fwZj1ZL9a79bEYLVlF5gj8gfX5A0Ydlac=</latexit>

Streaming
unlabeled data

<latexit sha1_base64="tX0hPrZaukLfpAQIOsboER30xJs=">AAACKHicbVBNS8NAEN34bfyqevSyWARPJakHvSl68ahoq9CEMtlM2qWbTdjdCCX053jxr3gRUcSrv8RNW8GvBwuPN/NmZ16UC66N5707M7Nz8wuLS8vuyura+kZtc6uts0IxbLFMZOo2Ao2CS2wZbgTe5gohjQTeRIOzqn5zh0rzTF6bYY5hCj3JE87AWKlbOw4i7HFZMpQG1SiQGZex5fTKVGO47AWBW0gBEQqMaQwG3ABl/GXo1upewxuD/iX+lNTJFBfd2nMQZ6xIrZ0J0Lrje7kJS1CGM4EjNyg05sAG0MOOpRJS1GE5PnRE96wS0yRT9tkdx+p3Rwmp1sM0sp0pmL7+XavE/2qdwiRHYcllXhiUbPJRUghqMlqlRmOukBkxtASY4nZXyvqggNkMtGtD8H+f/Je0mw3/oNG8bNZPTqdxLJEdskv2iU8OyQk5JxekRRi5J4/khbw6D86T8+a8T1pnnKlnm/yA8/EJAVKnwA==</latexit>

For k = 1, 2, . . . , K:
<latexit sha1_base64="6Olh9XUzy3G0zXfEjZaDtx44aCI=">AAAB/XicbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW1Pm5egq3goZTd9aAIQlEQwUsF+4B2Kdk024ZmkyXJCnUp/hUvHhTx6v/w5r8xbfegrXMaZr4hkwliRpV2nG9rYXFpeWU1t5Zf39jc2rZ3dutKJBKTGhZMyGaAFGGUk5qmmpFmLAmKAkYaweBq7DceiFRU8Hs9jIkfoR6nIcVIG6lj718LCYuDC7fkldpdoVXptnjesQtO2ZkAzhM3IwWQodqxv0wWJxHhGjOkVMt1Yu2nSGqKGRnl24kiMcID1CMtQzmKiPLTSfsRPDJKF4amRyi4hhP1dyJFkVLDKDCXEdJ9NeuNxf+8VqLDMz+lPE404Xj6UJgwqAUcTwG7VBKs2dAQhCU1XSHuI4mwNoPlzQju7JfnSd0ruydl784rVC6zOXLgAByCY+CCU1ABN6AKagCDR/AMXsGb9WS9WO/Wx/R0wcoye+APrM8fS4aTLg==</latexit>

Training
<latexit sha1_base64="i0xcqb4iPLD6PqDusTz2IrSzfVk=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5ioWVAC8sI+YLkCHObvWTJ3t65uyeEI3/CxkIRW/+Onf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmseyaaYJ8yMcSR5yisZK3aZCLrkcDcoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgMyl/9YUzTiElDBWrd89zE+Bkqw6lgs1I/1SxBOsER61kqMWLazxb3zsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2RYaT1NApsZ4RmrFe9ufif10tNeONnXCapYZIuF4WpICYm8+fJkCtGjZhaglRxeyuhY1RIjY2oZEPwVl9eJ+1a1buq1h5qlfpdHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDPTSgBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gAmXJAK</latexit>

Prediction
<latexit sha1_base64="fAAz0twmSM12HLkdJjwgAtdKW3k=">AAAB8nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrerSzWARXJWkLnRZ0IXLCvYCaSiTyUk7dDITZiZCCX0MNy4UcevTuPNtnLRZaOsPAx//OYc55w9TzrRx3W+nsrG5tb1T3a3t7R8cHtWPT3paZopCl0ou1SAkGjgT0DXMcBikCkgScuiH09ui3n8CpZkUj2aWQpCQsWAxo8RYy+8oiBgtsDaqN9ymuxBeB6+EBirVGdW/hpGkWQLCUE609j03NUFOlGGUw7w2zDSkhE7JGHyLgiSgg3yx8hxfWCfCsVT2CYMX7u+JnCRaz5LQdibETPRqrTD/q/mZiW+CnIk0MyDo8qM449hIXNyPI6aAGj6zQKhidldMJ0QRamxKRQje6snr0Gs1vatm66HVaN+VcVTRGTpHl8hD16iN7lEHdRFFEj2jV/TmGOfFeXc+lq0Vp5w5RX/kfP4A8fqRBw==</latexit>

efk
<latexit sha1_base64="QS9g9kSeJC6iHApAAMZ5UGHrorQ=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRbBhZSkCrosunFZwT6gCWUyuWmHziRhZqLUkI1f4lLdiFv/w4V/47TNQlsPXDiccy/33uMnjEpl299GaWl5ZXWtvF7Z2Nza3jF399oyTgWBFolZLLo+lsBoBC1FFYNuIgBzn0HHH11P/M49CEnj6E6NE/A4HkQ0pAQrLfXNA/eBBqAoCyBzfZ6Fed4f9c2qXbOnsBaJU5AqKtDsm19uEJOUQ6QIw1L2HDtRXoaFooRBXnFTCQkmIzyAnqYR5iC9bHp9bh1rJbDCWOiKlDVVf09kmEs55v6pz3Uzx2oo5+2J+J/XS1V46WU0SlIFEZntClNmqdiapGEFVABRbKwJJoLqcy0yxAITpTOr6Byc+a8XSbtec85q9dvzauOqSKSMDtEROkEOukANdIOaqIUIekTP6BW9GU/Gi/FufMxaS0Yxs4/+wPj8AWpXluY=</latexit>

Ck
<latexit sha1_base64="DGtp7MnoZlnon43qvJgWlIqbUkI=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tJNsAiuSlIFXRa6cSUV7APaUCbTSTt0MokzN0IJ/Qxxq9/hTtz6AX6Gf+CkzcK2Hhg4nHPuncvxY8E1Os63tba+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo5bOkoUZU0aiUh1fKKZ4JI1kaNgnVgxEvqCtf1xPfPbT0xpHskHnMTMC8lQ8oBTgkbyeiHBESUirU/7436p7FScGexV4uakDDka/dJPbxDRJGQSqSBad10nRi8lCjkVbFrsJZrFhI7JkHUNlSRk2ktnR0/tc6MM7CBS5km0Z+rfiZSEWk9C3ySzI/Wyl4n/ed0Egxsv5TJOkEk6/yhIhI2RnTVgD7hiFMXEEEIVN7fadEQUoWh6WtiUl+OlLNEmGeO0aDpylxtZJa1qxb2sVO+vyrW7vK0CnMIZXIAL11CDW2hAEyg8wgu8wpv1bL1bH9bnPLpm5TMnsADr6xfEKp95</latexit>

C1<latexit sha1_base64="dG+YcICHo4fdm4gYTnUp7Dj2pLk=">AAACE3icbVBLSgNBFOzxG+Mv6tJNYxBchZko6DKQjSuJYD6QDKGn8yZp0vOx+40QhhxD3Oo53IlbD+AxvIE9ySxMYkFDUVXv9aO8WAqNtv1tra1vbG5tF3aKu3v7B4elo+OWjhLFockjGamOxzRIEUITBUroxApY4Eloe+N65refQGkRhQ84icEN2DAUvuAMjeT2AoYjzmRan/adfqlsV+wZ6CpxclImORr90k9vEPEkgBC5ZFp3HTtGN2UKBZcwLfYSDTHjYzaErqEhC0C76ezoKT03yoD6kTIvRDpT/06kLNB6EngmmR2pl71M/M/rJujfuKkI4wQh5POP/ERSjGjWAB0IBRzlxBDGlTC3Uj5iinE0PS1systxU0i0ScY4LZqOnOVGVkmrWnEuK9X7q3LtLm+rQE7JGbkgDrkmNXJLGqRJOHkkL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3Oo2tWPnNCFmB9/QJlPJ8/</latexit>

C2<latexit sha1_base64="NyM/EDqhCagZKUFVTbsy4muFyzE=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tJNsAiuSlIFXRa6cSUV7APaUCbTSTt0MokzN0IJ/Qxxq9/hTtz6AX6Gf+CkzcK2Hhg4nHPuncvxY8E1Os63tba+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo5bOkoUZU0aiUh1fKKZ4JI1kaNgnVgxEvqCtf1xPfPbT0xpHskHnMTMC8lQ8oBTgkbyeiHBESUirU/71X6p7FScGexV4uakDDka/dJPbxDRJGQSqSBad10nRi8lCjkVbFrsJZrFhI7JkHUNlSRk2ktnR0/tc6MM7CBS5km0Z+rfiZSEWk9C3ySzI/Wyl4n/ed0Egxsv5TJOkEk6/yhIhI2RnTVgD7hiFMXEEEIVN7fadEQUoWh6WtiUl+OlLNEmGeO0aDpylxtZJa1qxb2sVO+vyrW7vK0CnMIZXIAL11CDW2hAEyg8wgu8wpv1bL1bH9bnPLpm5TMnsADr6xdm359A</latexit>
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Fig. 2. Social Machine Learning (SML) diagram.

the feature vector observed by agent k at instant i during the
prediction phase. We assume that the random variables are
independent between different learning phases.

A. Training Phase

During training, each agent k has access to Nk examples
consisting of pairs {h̃k,n, γ̃k,n}Nkn=1. We assume that the
training set is balanced so that both classes are sufficiently
explored, namely, we assume that, during training, labels
γ̃k,n are uniformly distributed over Γ = {−1,+1} for all
agents. This is a standard technical assumption that will
be useful to obtain readable bounds for the social machine
learning strategy. However, we remark that the assumption of
a balanced dataset during the training phase does not impose
any constraint on the behavior of the true hypothesis during
the prediction phase. In particular, the data observed during
prediction are all coming from a certain true state of nature γ0,
and we will establish that the SML strategy achieves vanishing
error regardless of the particular hypothesis being in force.

The pair (h̃k,n, γ̃k,n) is distributed according to the joint
distribution:

(h̃k,n, γ̃k,n) ∼ p̃k(h, γ) = Lk(h|γ)p̃k(γ), (26)

where h ∈ Hk, γ ∈ Γ and p̃k(γ) = 1/2 for γ ∈ Γ. Note
that, given a label γ, the corresponding feature vector h̃k,n is
distributed according to

h̃k,n ∼ Lk(h|γ), h ∈ Hk, γ ∈ Γ. (27)

Using these training samples, we wish to deploy a fully
data-driven solution inspired by the social learning algorithms
presented in Sec. II-C. To accomplish this, we first need to
approximate the key unknown function ck used in (16) and
(25) by a quantity resulting from some statistical learning
method. The choice of method and the characteristics of the
problem at hand, e.g., training samples and class of models
considered, will heavily determine the quality of the resulting
approximation. These decisive factors and their impact will be
examined later in this work.

Let us delve into the details of our training setup. First, note
that, under the assumption of uniform priors during training,
and using Bayes’ rule, we can write:

ck(h) = log
Lk(h|+ 1)

Lk(h| − 1)
= log

p̃k(+1|h)

p̃k(−1|h)
, (28)
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where p̃k(γ|h) represents the posterior probability of {γ̃k,n =

γ} given {h̃k,n = h} using the joint model seen in (26). The
significance of the log-ratio of posterior probabilities on the
RHS of (28) can be interpreted in an intuitive manner: the log-
ratio is positive whenever class +1 is more likely to be the true
state of nature given the observation of h and negative when
class −1 is more likely to explain the same data evidence. It
is therefore reasonable that we seek an approximation for the
log-ratio of posteriors in (28) during the training phase.

One relevant machine learning paradigm to approximate the
posterior distribution is the discriminative paradigm (which
includes, e.g., logistic regression and neural networks), where
the output of the classifier is in the form of approximate
posterior probabilities for each class, namely, p̂k(+1|h) and
p̂k(−1|h). In order to illustrate this paradigm, it is convenient
to introduce the logit statistic:

log
p̂k(+1|h)

p̂k(−1|h)
= log

p̂k(+1|h)

1− p̂k(+1|h)
, fk(h), (29)

where the function fk can be chosen from an admissible class
Fk, namely,

fk ∈ Fk : Hk 7→ R. (30)

The choice of the class Fk depends on the choice of classifier.
For example, in linear logistic regression with h ∈ RM , Fk is
parameterized by a vector w ∈ RM , and we have the linear
logit function [27]:

fk(h;w) = w>h. (31)

Another example is to consider MultiLayer Perceptrons
(MLPs) with L hidden layers and a softmax output layer,
whose weight matrices are given by {W`} over layers ` =
1, 2, . . . , L. In the binary classification case, the network
outputs two approximate posterior quantities [28], namely
p̂k(+1|h;W ) and p̂k(−1|h;W ), where W represents the
parameterization of the classifier w.r.t. matrices {W`}. In this
case, the logit function is given by the expression:

fk(h;W ) = log
p̂k(+1|h;W )

p̂k(−1|h;W )
, (32)

where the class of functions Fk is parameterized by matrices
{W`} in a nonlinear manner. Note that the forthcoming anal-
ysis does not assume a specific model for the logit function,
and applies instead to general classes Fk.

The logit functions fk are trained by each classifier k =
1, 2, . . . ,K by finding the function fk within Fk that min-
imizes a suitable risk function Rk(fk). For example, in the
already mentioned logistic regression and MLP cases, the
training process results in optimal parameters w and W` for
` = 1, 2, . . . , L, respectively.

One common risk function adopted in binary classification
is the logistic risk:

Rk(fk) = Eh̃k,γ̃k log
(

1 + e−γ̃k,nfk(h̃k,n)
)
, (33)

where Eh̃k,γ̃k corresponds to the expectation computed under
the (unknown) joint distribution p̃k(h, γ) seen in (26). We
remark that the logistic risk can be used either in association
with the linear model in (31) or with more complex structures

such as neural networks with softmax output layers. The
logistic risk can be shown to be equivalent in the binary case
to the cross-entropy risk function [29].

We define the target risk at every agent and the weighted
network average according to:

Rok , inf
fk∈Fk

Rk(fk), Ro ,
K∑

k=1

πkR
o
k. (34)

Unfortunately, in practice the expectation in (33) cannot be
computed since the underlying feature/label distribution is
unknown. The agents rely instead on a finite set of training
samples to minimize an empirical risk:

f̃k , arg min
fk∈Fk

R̃k(fk), (35)

given by

R̃k(fk) =
1

Nk

Nk∑

n=1

log
(

1 + e−γ̃k,nfk(h̃k,n)
)
, (36)

which is computed over the training set. The resulting function
f̃k can then be used by the agents to approximate the logit
statistic in (29). For future use, we also define the network av-
erage for the expected risk and the empirical risk expressions:

R(f) ,
K∑

k=1

πkRk(fk), R̃(f) ,
K∑

k=1

πkR̃k(fk), (37)

where the argument f represents the dependence of the
risk expressions on the collection of functions {fk}, i.e.,
R(f) = R(f1, f2, . . . , fK). This concise notation will be used
whenever we are dealing with network-averaged quantities.

We will detail in the next section how the trained models
can be deployed in the prediction phase, when agents are faced
with streaming unlabeled feature vectors.

B. Prediction Phase

In the prediction phase, agents find themselves in the setup
described in Sec. II-A. They aim at solving the inference
problem of determining the true state γ0 ∈ Γ, given streaming
unlabeled private features hk,i, i = 1, 2, . . . . The difference
now is that they are equipped with the trained models {f̃k},
which are constructed so as to provide a reasonable approxi-
mation for the log-ratio of posterior probabilities (see Fig. 2
for an illustrative diagram of this process).

During prediction, agents deploy one of the SL algorithms
enunciated in Sec. II-C using the following approximation for
the function ck:

c̃k(h) = f̃k(h)− µ̃k(f̃k), (38)

where the second term on the RHS of (38) is called the
empirical training mean and is defined for any function
fk ∈ Fk as:

µ̃k(fk) =
1

Nk

Nk∑

n=1

fk(h̃k,n), (39)

i.e., it is defined as the average of function fk over the
training samples. Discounting the empirical training mean in
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(38) prevents the logit statistic from being biased towards one
class or another. This is relevant considering that the decision
of each agent is taken according to the rule

γSML
k,i , sign(λk,i), (40)

where sign(x) = +1, if x ≥ 0 and sign(x) = −1 otherwise,
i.e., the decision threshold is zero. Note that c̃k is a random
function, whose randomness stems from the training phase.

Next, we illustrate how the debiasing operation used in (38)
helps preventing biased decisions, but first let us define for any
function fk ∈ Fk the following conditional means:

µ+
k (fk) , ELk(+1)fk(hk,i), µ−k (fk) , ELk(−1)fk(hk,i).

(41)

Assume that fk is fixed, i.e., c̃k(h) = fk(h) − µ̃k(fk),
and that Nk is sufficiently large. Then, the empirical mean
µ̃k(fk) approximates the expected value of fk(h̃k,n) in the
training phase, namely, [µ+

k (fk) +µ−k (fk)]/2 (see Eq. (96) in
Appendix B). In this case, function c̃k is deterministic, and
we can write:

c̃k(h) = fk(h)− µ+
k (fk) + µ−k (fk)

2
. (42)

Taking the conditional expectation of c̃k(hk,i), computed w.r.t.
the prediction samples hk,i given classes +1 and −1, yields:

ELk(+1)c̃k(hk,i) =
µ+
k (fk)− µ−k (fk)

2
, (43)

ELk(−1)c̃k(hk,i) = −µ
+
k (fk)− µ−k (fk)

2
. (44)

The approximation c̃k satisfies the conditions for consistent
learning in (18) if (43) is strictly positive and if (44) is
strictly negative. Note that the debiasing operation introduces a
symmetry to (43) and (44). Therefore both consistent learning
conditions in (18) are satisfied by ensuring that the weaker
condition µ+

k (fk) > µ−k (fk) holds, regardless of the sign
of the individual terms µ+

k (fk) and µ−k (fk). Thus, even in
the biased case, in which µ+

k (fk) > µ−k (fk) > 0, consistent
learning using c̃k can be achieved.

We proceed now to formally translate the consistent learning
conditions for the SL algorithms seen in (18), considering the
approximation c̃k(hk,i) in (38). First, we define the network
average of the conditional means in (41):

µ+(f) ,
K∑

k=1

πkµ
+
k (fk), µ−(f) ,

K∑

k=1

πkµ
−
k (fk), (45)

and the network average of the empirical training mean:

µ̃(f) =

K∑

k=1

πkµ̃k(fk). (46)

The training phase will generate the set of models {f̃k},
which are random with respect to the training datasets. Given
a particular training setup, we can “freeze” the randomness
of the training set and work conditionally on a particular
realization of learned models {f̃k}.

We are now interested in ascertaining whether or not these
particular learned models allow for consistent learning during

the prediction phase. To this end, we can apply the condition
for consistent learning seen in (18) to the functions {c̃k} in
(38), for a frozen set of trained models {f̃k}, resulting in the
following two conditions:

K∑

k=1

πkELk(+1)f̃k(hk,i) >

K∑

k=1

πkµ̃k(f̃k), (47)

K∑

k=1

πkELk(−1)f̃k(hk,i) <

K∑

k=1

πkµ̃k(f̃k). (48)

where we recall that ELk(γ) is the expectation computed with
respect to the prediction samples hk,i under the distribution
Lk(h|γ), and the prediction samples are independent of any
random variable generated in the training phase. Finally,
substituting the definitions in (41) and (45) respectively into
(47) and (48), yields the following necessary conditions for
consistent learning within the SML paradigm, conditionally
on a given set of trained models {f̃k}.

µ+(f̃) > µ̃(f̃) and µ−(f̃) < µ̃(f̃) (49)

Since, the above description is given conditioned on a set
of trained models {f̃k}, the conditions in (49) depend on
the randomness stemming from the training phase. Therefore,
characterizing the consistency of learning requires character-
izing probabilistically the occurrence of both events described
in (49). More precisely, we can define the probability of
consistent learning, namely,

Pc , P
(
µ+(f̃) > µ̃(f̃) , µ−(f̃) < µ̃(f̃)

)
, (50)

where boldface fonts now highlight the randomness in the
training set. In the next section, we provide the characteri-
zation of (50) for classifiers belonging to general classes of
bounded real-valued functions Fk. In this case, we assume that
there exists some real value β > 0 such that:

|fk(h)| ≤ β, fk ∈ Fk, h ∈ Hk. (51)

For example, consider the linear logistic regression case seen
in (31). In practical applications, features belong to a bounded
set Hk, and thus condition (51) would be satisfied if the
vector of weights w is constrained according to ‖w‖2 ≤ b,
where b is some positive real value. Similarly, in the multilayer
perceptron example seen in (32), the condition in (51) is
satisfied for norm-constrained neural networks [30], i.e., where
the weight matrices are bounded in norm by a certain positive
real value b.

IV. CONSISTENCY OF SOCIAL MACHINE LEARNING

We will need to call upon well-established statistical learn-
ing paradigms (e.g., the Vapnik-Chervonenkis theory) and
adapt them to the distributed network setting considered in
this work [31], [32]. More specifically, we will move along
the path summarized below.
• We will assume that the individual agents minimize

an empirical risk, producing a collection of K learned
models, namely, the functions {f̃k}. As usual, these
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functions are random due to the randomness of the
training samples.

• We will examine the prediction (i.e., classification) per-
formance obtained with the learned models {f̃k}. In
particular, we will establish technical conditions for the
social learning algorithm to predict reliably the correct
label as the number of streaming data gathered during
the prediction phase increases.

• Since the learned models inherit the randomness of the
training set, the consistency guarantees must be formu-
lated in a probabilistic manner — see (50). Specifically,
we guarantee a high probability that the samples in the
training set lead to models {f̃k} that enable correct
classification.

• As it happens in classical statistical learning frameworks,
the interplay between empirical and optimal risk will be
critical to ascertain the learning and prediction ability of
the classifiers. However, differently from what is obtained
in classical statistical learning frameworks, our results
will depend significantly on the graph properties. In
particular, a major role will be played by weighted combi-
nations of the individual risk functions. The combination
weights are the entries of the Perron eigenvector reflecting
the combination matrix that governs the social learning
interactions among the agents. This property leads to
novel and interesting phenomena, for example, consistent
classification can be achieved even if some of the agents
learn bad models, but the plurality of the agents is able
to reach a satisfying aggregate risk value.

Under the framework described above, the nontrivial inter-
play between the training and prediction phases might lead
to some confusion. Therefore, it is useful to clarify the main
path followed in the forthcoming analysis. We will focus on
the probability of consistent learning Pc in (50), namely, the
probability that the training set produces, at the end of the
training phase, a consistent classifier. By “consistent”, we
mean that the classifier is able to mark the unlabeled data
observed during the prediction phase correctly as i → ∞.
The probability Pc will be shown to be close to 1 if the
training set size is large enough, namely, we will show
that consistent learning is achievable provided that sufficient
training is allowed. As Theorem 1 will show, in order to
quantify the qualification “sufficient”, it is critical to introduce
a formal way to characterize the classifier structure.

The complexity of the classifier structure is related to
the complexity of the class of functions Fk. The latter is
quantified by using the concept of Rademacher complexity
(initially introduced as Rademacher penalty in [33]). We
follow the definition in [34] and [30] and consider a class
of functions F and a set x with N training samples, namely,
x , {x1, x2 . . . , xN}, where xn ∈ X for all n = 1, 2, . . . , N .
We also introduce the set of vectors F (x) defined as:

F (x) ,
{

[f(x1), f(x2), . . . , f(xN )]
∣∣∣xn ∈ X , f ∈ F

}
.

(52)
Then, the (empirical) Rademacher complexity associated with

F (x) is:

R (F (x)) , Er sup
f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

N∑

n=1

rnf(xn)

∣∣∣∣∣ , (53)

where rn are independent and identically distributed
Rademacher random variables, i.e., with P(rn = +1) =
P(rn = −1) = 1/2. This quantity can be seen as a measure of
overfitting during training over the class of functions F [35].
In general, to avoid overfitting during training, and to ensure
an improved generalization performance, we choose models
with small classifier complexity.

Applying the above definition to our multi-agent case, we
define the individual empirical Rademacher complexity of
agent k for samples h(k) , {hk,1, . . . , hk,Nk} as

R(Fk(h(k))) = Er sup
fk∈Fk

∣∣∣∣∣
1

Nk

Nk∑

n=1

rnfk(hk,n)

∣∣∣∣∣ , (54)

and its expected Rademacher complexity, for features
hk,1,hk,2, . . . ,hk,N as

ρk , EhkR(Fk(h(k))), (55)

which represents the Rademacher complexity of the k-th
classifier structure, averaged over the feature distribution. We
also define the (expected) network Rademacher complexity
according to:

ρ ,
K∑

k=1

πkρk, (56)

which represents an average complexity across all agents in
the network, weighted by their centrality scores (given by the
elements of the Perron eigenvector π).

A. Learning Consistency

In Theorem 1, we show that the SML strategy consistently
learns the truth during the prediction phase, with high prob-
ability as the number of training samples grows and for a
moderately complex classifier structure. Before introducing the
theorem, we define the following two quantities (we assume
Nk > 0 for all k):

αk ,
Nmax

Nk
, α ,

K∑

k=1

πkαk, (57)

with Nmax , maxkNk. The individual imbalance penalty αk
quantifies how distinct the number of training samples of agent
k is compared with Nmax. The network imbalance penalty α
is the average of αk over the network, and it quantifies how
unequal the training samples are across different agents. For
example, if all agents possess the same number of training
samples, i.e., Nk = Nmax, for all k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, then α
assumes minimal value with α = 1. The value of α tends
to grow when agents have very different number of training
samples, e.g., when, for some k, Nk � Nmax.

Moreover, we assume that the target risk Ro is strictly
smaller than log 2. To understand the meaning of such assump-
tion, we first consider a single agent k, for which Rok < log 2.
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This assumption eliminates the case where the classifier makes
uninformed decisions of the form:

p̂k(γ|h) =
1

2
, for any h ∈ Hk and γ ∈ Γ, (58)

i.e., where the classification decision is independent of the
input feature vector. In this case, from (29), fk(h) = 0 for
any h ∈ Hk, which in view of (33) implies Rk(fk) = log 2.
This situation arises, for example, when the classifier structure
is not complex enough to address the classification task at
hand. Requiring Rok < log 2 guarantees that the classifier k
performs better than a classifier that randomly assigns labels
+1 and −1 with equal probability. Requiring that the network
target risk satisfies Ro < log 2 is an even weaker assumption,
since it establishes this bound to the risk values averaged over
the graph. For example, suppose that, in a K−agent network,
K − 1 classifiers yield uninformed decisions like in (58), for
which Rok = log 2. To satisfy Ro < log 2 on a network level, it
suffices that one classifier performs better than the uninformed
ones.

The next theorem characterizes the consistency of the SML
strategy during the prediction phase in terms of an exponential
lower bound on the probability of consistent learning in (50).

Theorem 1 (SML Consistency). For the logistic risk, assume
that Ro < log 2 and that fk(h) ≤ β for every h ∈ Hk,
fk ∈ Fk and k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, with β > 0. Assume
ρ < E (Ro), where E (Ro) is exactly computed in (122) and
can be approximated as (see Fig. 11 in Appendix B):

E (Ro) ≈ 0.2812

(
1− Ro

log 2

)
. (59)

Then, we have the following bound for the probability of
consistent learning, defined in (50):

Pc ≥ 1− 2 exp

{
−8Nmax

α2β2

(
E (Ro)− ρ

)2
}
. (60)

Proof: See Appendix B.
Theorem 1 has at least two important implications. First, if

the network-average Rademacher complexity ρ is smaller than
the function E (Ro), then the probability of consistent learning
is bounded in an exponential way. Now, the function E (Ro)
is an error exponent that determines how fast the probability
of consistent learning approaches 1. It is a function of the
optimal risk Ro — see the definition in (122). An excellent
approximation for E (Ro) is (59), showing that such exponent
quantifies how close the target risk is to the log 2 risk bound-
ary. As already discussed, the log 2 risk boundary corresponds
to the risk associated with a binary classifier that randomly
classifies samples with labels +1 and −1. The closer the target
model is to the log 2 risk, the smaller the value of E (Ro). In
other words, smaller values of E (Ro) are symptomatic of more
difficult classification problems. Therefore, Eq. (60) reveals
a remarkable interplay between the inherent difficulty of the
classification problem (quantified inversely by E (Ro)) and the
complexity of the classifier structure (quantified by ρ). Ideally,
we would like to have simple classification problems (i.e.,
higher values of E (Ro)) and low Rademacher complexity ρ.

Notably, both indices are network indices that embody the
network structure inside them.

Second, the exponent characterizing the bound in (60)
depends on the size of the training sets at the individual agents
(through the network imbalance penalty α and the maximum
training-set size), and the bounding constant β. In particular,
we see from (60) that the exponent (and, hence, the probability
of consistent learning) increases if we have larger training sets
(i.e., larger Nmax and/or smaller α) and more constrained class
of functions (i.e., smaller β).

Note that by considering an agent-dependent bound βk
on the logit function fk(h), under similar assumptions as in
Theorem 1 and adjusting Theorem 3 in Appendix C, we can
achieve the following alternative bound for the probability of
consistent learning:

Pc ≥ 1− 2 exp

{
−8Nmax

α2
β

(
E (Ro)− ρ

)2
}
, (61)

where we define the network average quantity

αβ ,
K∑

k=1

πkαkβk. (62)

The expression in (61) is useful to encompass scenarios in
which different agents have different bounding constants, in
particular, the case in which some agent k′ has a dominant
bound on its logit function with respect to other agents,
such that βk′ � βk for all k 6= k′. More generally, when
πk′αk′βk′ � πkαkβk for some agent k′, the probability of
consistent learning is approximately lower bounded as:

Pc ≥ 1− 2 exp

{
− 8Nmax

(πk′βk′αk′)2

(
E (Ro)− ρ

)2
}
. (63)

In summary, the bound in (60) can be used to establish
conditions under which the probability of consistent learn-
ing approaches 1 exponentially fast as the training-set sizes
increase. To this end, we must observe that the quantity ρ
itself depends on the training-set sizes. Accordingly, it is
necessary to obtain an estimate (or a bound) for the network-
average Rademacher complexity. Once this is done, we will
be in the position of evaluating the sample complexity of the
SML strategy, namely, of evaluating how many samples are
necessary to achieve a target probability of consistency. This
analysis will be pursued in the next section.

B. Sample Complexity

Under typical classifier structures, the Rademacher com-
plexity scales as Ck/

√
Nk, where Nk is the number of training

samples pertaining to agent k, and Ck is a constant quantifying
the inherent complexity of the k−th classifier structure [30].
As an example, we will show in the next section how the
Rademacher complexity behaves for the particular structure
of multilayer perceptrons, and provide an upper bound for a
given design of number of hidden layers and hidden units.
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Now, assuming that the Rademacher complexity of each
classifier k is bounded as Ck/

√
Nk, the network Rademacher

complexity will be bounded as:

ρ ≤
K∑

`=1

πk
Ck√
Nk

=
1√
Nmax

K∑

k=1

πkCk
√
αk

︸ ︷︷ ︸
,C

, (64)

where C is an average constant that mixes the individual com-
plexity constants Ck, accounting for the Perron eigenvector
entries πk and the individual imbalance penalties αk. In the
case where (64) is satisfied, exploiting (60) we obtain the
bound:

Pc ≥ 1− 2 exp

{
−8Nmax

α2β2

(
E (Ro)− C√

Nmax

)2
}
. (65)

Equation (65) shows that when Nmax scales to infinity (with
the relative proportions between Nmax and Nk kept fixed,
i.e., α kept constant), the probability of consistent learning
approaches 1 exponentially fast. Moreover, Eq. (65) can be
used to carry out a sample-complexity analysis of the SML
strategy, as stated in the forthcoming theorem.

Theorem 2 (SML Sample Complexity). Assume ρk ≤
Ck/
√
Nk for some constant Ck > 0 for all k = 1, 2, . . . ,K,

and let

C ,
K∑

k=1

πkCk
√
αk. (66)

Then, for the logistic risk, consistent learning takes place with
probability at least 1− ε, if the maximum number of training
samples across the network satisfies:

Nmax >

(
C

E (Ro)

)2
(

1 +
αβ

2C

√
1

2
log

(
2

ε

))2

. (67)

Proof: See Appendix D.
We now examine how the relevant system parameters ap-

pearing in (67) influence the sample complexity.
a) Target performance: The desired probability of con-

sistent learning, 1 − ε, influences the bound in (67) only
logarithmically, and, hence, has a mild effect on the necessary
number of training samples.

b) Term α: Term α quantifies how unequal the number
of training samples is across agents. Larger values of α imply
that agents have a more uneven number of samples, and thus
require that Nmax be increased to compensate for the lack of
data at some agents in the network.

c) Term β: Term β corresponds to the bound of the
output of the logit function fk and, hence, increasing β
corresponds to increasing the possible logit functions to choose
from. Accordingly, from (67) we see that the larger the value
of β, the larger the number of training samples necessary to
result in highly probable consistent learning.

d) Term C: The constant C quantifies the complexity
of the chosen classifier structure. The necessary number of
training samples grows quadratically with an increase in the
classifiers’ complexity.

e) Term E (Ro): As explained before, the term E (Ro)
quantifies (inversely) the difficulty of the classification prob-
lem. Smaller values of E (Ro) are representative of more
difficult classification problems, and accordingly correspond
to the necessity of acquiring more training samples.

f) Role of the network: Given the networked nature of
our inference problem, described in the early Sec. II-A, and
the fact that the conditions for consistent learning are given
with respect to network average values as seen in (49), it is
expected that the network structure plays a significant role
in the results of Theorems 1 and 2. The network influence,
as well as the graph topology, are captured by the presence
of the Perron eigenvector π in the probability expression
for consistent learning, through the network terms α, ρ and
Ro, namely, the network imbalance penalty, the network
Rademacher complexity and the network target risk.

The Perron eigenvector represents the centrality or influence
of each agent in determining the values of the pertinent
network terms, e.g., a more influential agent k has more power
to steer the value of the network target risk Ro towards its
own private target risk Rok. For doubly-stochastic combination
matrices, the vector π is a vector with elements 1/K [22],
thus influence is uniform across agents. While the dependence
on the structure connecting the classifiers is not found in
existing statistical bounds in the literature for ensembles of
classifiers [34], [36], similar network average dependences are
key quantities in distributed estimation and social learning [7],
[9], [22]. For example, in social learning, convergence occurs
around the hypothesis γ ∈ Γ that minimizes the network
average KL divergence, i.e.,

∑K
k=1 πkDKL[Lk(γo)|Lk(γ)] [7]–

[9].
In summary, Eq. (67) quantifies how the main system

parameters act on the SML sample complexity. Specifically,
we see that: i) owing to the exponential bound, the dependence
on the target error probability ε is mild; ii) the number of
samples to achieve a prescribed performance increases with the
“size” of the class of functions (higher β), the heterogeneity
among classifiers (higher α), the complexity of classifiers
(higher C), and the difficulty of the learning problem (lower
E (Ro)); and iii) the network role is encoded in the Perron
eigenvector that appears in the network-averaged values α, C,
and Ro.

In the next section, we discuss in greater detail the ex-
pression of the classifier complexity ρ for feedforward neural
networks as a function of the classifier structure, i.e., number
of hidden layers (depth of the neural network) and weight of
hidden units (width of the neural network), and the size of the
training dataset.

C. Neural Network Complexity

In this section, we complement the result from Theorem 1
by showing that the term ρ in (56), which depends on the
Rademacher complexity of the classifier, vanishes with an
increasing number of training samples in the case of the
MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP). Assume that one classifier has
the structure of a MLP with L layers (excluding the input
layer) and activation function σ. We drop index k as we are
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referring to a single MLP. Each layer ` consists of n` nodes,
equivalently the size of layer ` is given by n`.

At each node m = 1, 2, . . . , n` of layers ` = 2, 3, . . . , L,
the following function g(`)

m is implemented:

g(`)
m (h) =

n`−1∑

j=1

w
(`)
mjσ

(
g

(`−1)
j (h)

)
. (68)

The parameters w(`)
mj correspond to the elements of the weight

matrix W` of dimension n` × n`−1. For the first layer, the
function implemented at node m is of the form:

g(1)
m (h) =

n0∑

j=1

w
(1)
mjhj , (69)

where the input vector h has dimension n0. A bias parameter
can be incorporated in (69) by considering an additional input
element hn0+1 = 1.

For a MLP whose purpose is to solve a binary classification
problem, we denote the output at layer L by z ∈ R2, where
zm = g

(L)
m (h) for m = 1, 2. The final output is given by

applying the softmax function to z, that is,

p̂(+1|h) =
ez1

ez1 + ez2
, p̂(−1|h) =

ez2

ez1 + ez2
. (70)

In this case, the logit function is given by:

fNN(h) = log
p̂(+1|h)

p̂(−1|h)
= z1 − z2, (71)

where we say that fNN belongs to a class of functions FNN,
which is parameterized by matrices W`, for ` = 1, 2, . . . , L,
according to (68), (69) and (71).

The general evolution for the Rademacher complexity of
class FNN described above is well known in the literature as
scaling with C/

√
N [30]. We would like nonetheless to obtain

an expression for this complexity, which depends explicitly
on the design choices for the MLP, i.e., depending on the
depth and weights of the network. The objective is to provide
the user with a general guideline on how to choose these
parameters for a desired complexity value. With this purpose,
a formal upper bound for this complexity is enunciated in
Proposition 2 inspired by results from [30], [37].

Proposition 2 (Rademacher Complexity of Norm-Con-
strained MLPs). Consider an L-layered multilayer percep-
tron, satisfying3 ‖W`‖1 ≤ b, for every layer ` = 1, 2, . . . , L.
Assume that the input vector x ∈ Rn0 satisfies maxi |xi| ≤ c,
and that the activation function σ(x) is Lipschitz with constant
Lσ with σ(0) = 0. Then the Rademacher complexity for the
set of vectors FNN(x) is bounded as:

R(FNN(x)) ≤ 4√
N

[
(2bLσ)L−1bc

√
log(2n0)

]
. (72)

Proof: See Appendix E.

3Note that ‖W‖1 corresponds to the maximum column sum matrix norm
of matrix W .
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Fig. 3. Each fraction of the image is observed by a different agent. Agents
1 and 9, highlighted in blue, correspond to the least informed agents.
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4 5 6

7 8 9

Fig. 4. Topology of the network of agents.

Assume we have a network of K classifiers, each with
a MLP structure. Given Proposition 2, we can explicitly
characterize the constant Ck found in (64) as:

Ck = 4

[
(2b(k)L(k)

σ )(L(k)−1)b(k)c(k)

√
log(2n

(k)
0 )

]
, (73)

where we introduce superscript (k) to indicate that the classi-
fier structural parameters can change across different agents.
This characterization in association with Theorem 2 can be
used to design the MLP architecture, according to the available
training samples, or yet to select the number of samples needed
for a given set of previously fixed architectures.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. MNIST Dataset

In the simulations, we consider the MNIST dataset [19],
building a binary classification problem aimed at distinguish-
ing digits 0 and 1. We employ a network of 9 spatially
distributed agents, where each agent observes only a part
of the image (see Fig. 3). These agents wish to collaborate
and discover which digit corresponds to the image they are
collectively observing.
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Fig. 5. Empirical training risk averaged over 5 repetitions. The risks
corresponding to agents 1 and 9 are highlighted in blue.

As we can see in Fig. 3, different agents will observe data
with different levels of informativeness, e.g., agents 1 and 9
will dispose of little or no information within their attributed
image patch. To overcome this lack of local information,
agents are connected through a strongly-connected network,
whose combination matrix was generated using an averaging
rule [22]. In Fig. 4, we show the network topology.

In the training phase, each agent is provided with a balanced
set of 200 labeled images. Using this set of examples, clas-
sifiers are independently trained using a MLP with 1 hidden
layer with 64 hidden units and tanh activation function, over
30 training epochs. The updates are performed using a batch
size of 10 with learning rate 0.001. The training is repeated
5 times for each agent. The empirical training risk for each
classifier over the training epochs can be seen in Fig. 5, where
the risk was averaged over the 5 training repetitions.

As expected, in Fig. 5 we see that classifiers 1 and 9 result
in the least reliable training performances, i.e., their empirical
risks exhibit the most variance across training. This could be
problematic if these agents were to solve the classification
problem on their own, but we will see that their individual poor
classification performance is mitigated when collaborating
within the network.

In the prediction phase, agents observe unlabeled images
over time. The nature of images switches at every prediction
cycle: In the cycle corresponding to interval i ∈ [0, 1000)
agents start observing digits 0. In the following cycle, i.e.,
i ∈ [1000, 2000), the nature of images changes to depict digits
1. Then, from instant i = 3000 it switches back to digits 0, and
so on. We implement the SML strategy based on the adaptive
social learning algorithm described in Sec. II-C. In Fig. 6, we
see the evolution of the decision variable λ1,i for agent 1 with
δ = 0.01.

In Fig. 6, we see how, despite the limited information
available during training, agent 1 is able to clearly distinguish
digits 0 and 1. The instantaneous decision of agent 1 is given
by the sign of the decision variable λ1,i at any given time, i.e.,
whether the decision variable lies above or below the decision
threshold (the orange dashed line in Fig. 6). Moreover, within
the same prediction cycle, we can see in Fig. 6 that the decision
variable moves away from the decision threshold in the correct
sense, i.e., it becomes more positive under digit 1 and more

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
i

−500

0

500

λ
1,
i

Digit 0

Digit 1

Fig. 6. Evolution of the decision variable for agent 1 over the prediction
phase. The observed digit is 0 within interval [0,1000), then it switches every
1000 time instants.

negative under digit 0.

B. Comparison with AdaBoost

We compare the performance of the Social Machine Learn-
ing strategy with the classical AdaBoost strategy, as presented
in [38]. In Boosting strategies, agents are trained sequentially,
yielding a logit statistic f̃Boost

k for each classifier k. The agents
in this case are neural network classifiers, with the same
architecture as described in the previous example. Once each
agent is trained, its performance on the training dataset is
evaluated and results in a boosting weight ak (see [38] for
further details on the implementation of AdaBoost). Larger
values of ak indicate that agent k has a better accuracy in the
training dataset and makes less mistakes.

During the prediction phase, as agents observe unlabeled
data hk,i, the decision of an individual agent is given by:

γBoost
k,i = sign

(
f̃Boost
k (hk,i)

)
, (74)

and the collective decision is performed using the boosting
weights determined during training, according to:

γBoost
i = sign

(
K∑

`=1

a`γ
Boost
`,i

)
. (75)

Note that computing γBoost
i requires centralized information,

i.e., knowledge of the instantaneous decisions of all agents. We
compare this centralized boosting decision with the individual
instantaneous decision of agent 1 from the SML strategy,
whose decision variable λ1,i was seen in Fig. 6. In a strongly-
connected network, when agents repeatedly interact with their
neighbors, information eventually propagates across all agents,
and thus the decision variables λk,i tend to be similar over the
network as time grows. The same holds for the decision γSML

k,i ,
defined in (40). Therefore it suffices to compare the decisions
under Adaboost with the decisions of agent 1 under the SML
strategy.

The comparison can be seen in Fig. 7, for a similar
prediction setup as previously described. As a result from
training AdaBoost, the lowest boosting weights were obtained
for agents 1, 3, 4, 9. This result is expected since these agents
are observing less relevant information (see Fig. 3) and can
be regarded as the weakest agents.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the individual decision of agent 1 within the SML
framework and the collective AdaBoost decision. The observed digit is 0
within interval [0,1000), then it switches every 1000 time instants.

In Fig. 7, we see how the SML strategy results in mis-
classified samples only during short periods after the state
transitions occur, whereas the AdaBoost solution makes mis-
takes throughout the prediction phase. This difference can be
explained by the fact that the SML strategy uses the ASL
protocol in the prediction phase:

λk,i =
∑

`∈Nk

a`k

︸ ︷︷ ︸
network

(
(1− δ)λ`,i−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

past

+ c̃`(h`,i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
new

)
, (76)

which introduces a combination over time, where the past
information is combined with new data, and a combination
over the network, where information is exchanged locally
with neighbors. The combination over time introduces an
adaptation time necessary for the algorithm to reach steady-
state performance. The adaptation time scales as 1/δ —
see [9]. Furthermore, due to the decentralized combination
over the network, information takes some iterations to prop-
agate throughout the network, as we will further discuss in
the example shown in Fig. 8. In contrast, Adaboost does not
perform any kind of combination over time (since it does not
aggregate information sequentially) or over the network (since
the solution is centralized) and therefore there is no adaptation
time associated with its behavior. Note that the fact that
Adaboost makes instantaneous decisions without aggregating
information over time results into a worse performance in
steady state (higher error probability) see Fig. 8. In other
words, the proposed social machine learning strategy takes
significant advantage from integrating information over time,
at the price of a small adaptation delay.

In the second simulation setup, we can observe how the
SML strategy improves its learning performance (i.e., the
error probability decreases) over time during the prediction
phase. To emphasize this behavior, we reduce the number
of hidden units in the neural network structure to 10, and
the number of training samples available at each agent to
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Fig. 8. Evolution of the probability of error for the SML strategy and
AdaBoost (centralized decision) estimated from 1000 Monte Carlo runs.
Upper panel: SML is run with the traditional social learning rule (SL). The
true state corresponds to digit 0. Bottom panel: SML is run with the adaptive
social learning rule (ASL). Until instant i = 20, the true state corresponds to
digit 0, after which the true state is digit 1.

40. The SML strategy and AdaBoost are trained for the new
setup, and deployed in two prediction scenarios: a stationary
scenario, in which the true underlying class corresponds to
digit 0 throughout the simulation period; and a nonstationary
scenario, when the true underlying class starts at digit 0 and
at instant i = 20 switches to digit 1.

The SML strategy is implemented considering distinct
social learning approaches. In the stationary scenario, we
use traditional social learning (SL), implemented with the
Bayesian update in (10) and combination rule in (11). In the
nonstationary scenario, we use adaptive social learning (ASL),
implemented with the adaptive Bayesian update in (21) and
combination rule in (11). In Fig. 8, we depict the probability
of error of the centralized Boosting algorithm and the SML
strategy at agent 1 (now with the choice of parameter δ = 0.1)
for the two scenarios. The probability is empirically estimated
from 1000 Monte Carlo runs.

In the upper panel of Fig. 8, we note that the SML strategy,
associated with the SL protocol, quickly surpasses AdaBoost’s
performance and attains a significantly improved accuracy over
time. Notably this improvement in accuracy exhibits a linear
behavior as times progresses. The traditional social learning
strategy, although powerful, is not suitable to operate under
nonstationary conditions, as discussed in [9]. This is why,
in the bottom panel of Fig. 8, we consider instead the SML
strategy with the ASL protocol. In this scenario, we can clearly
distinguish two prediction cycles, corresponding to the period
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under different underlying classes of digits. Compared with
AdaBoost, SML yields the best performance as time passes. It
is able to adapt its predictive behavior in view of the change in
the observed digit, and it eventually surpasses the performance
of AdaBoost with an adaptation time that scales with the
chosen step-size 1/δ.

This improved performance can be explained by noticing
the following aspect. The SML strategy leverages not only
information distributed across agents, but also knowledge ac-
cumulated over time. We see that by considering, for example,
the SML strategy associated with the SL protocol in (16), the
evolution of the decision variable of agent k over the prediction
phase is governed by the recursion:

λk,i =
∑

`∈Nk

a`k

(
λ`,i−1 + c̃`(h`,i)

)
. (77)

As we can see in (77), at every instant i, λk,i aggregates
information from the past through the term λ`,i−1. The ag-
gregation of past decision variables leverages the fact that the
underlying class changes slowly during the prediction phase,
thus allowing the classifiers to grow in confidence over time.

We should also note that, in face of a single observation,
i.e., at instant i = 1 in Fig. 8, AdaBoost outperforms SML in
its classification accuracy. As already mentioned, this can be
explained by the fact that SML is a decentralized algorithm,
i.e., at each iteration, agent k communicates only with its one-
hop neighbors. If the agent’s neighbors happen to be poorly
informed classifiers, then their 1−iteration decision will also
be unreliable. As the time passes, that is, as i grows, this
challenge is overcome due to the strong-connectivity of the
graph topology, which enables the diffusion of information
across all agents. In the example above, this is accomplished
around instant i = 4, when SML surpasses AdaBoost in
performance.

C. Multiple-hypothesis SML
Consider now the multiple-hypothesis setting, where instead

of a binary set we have a set of M hypotheses Γ ,
{0, 1, . . . ,M − 1}. If likelihood models Lk(h|γ) are perfectly
known, agents can use the social learning strategy (10)–(11)
to update their beliefs. Similarly to (14) and (15), let us make
the following change of variables:

λk,i(γ) , log
ϕk,i(0)

ϕk,i(γ)
, ck(hk,i, γ) , log

Lk(hk,i|0)

Lk(hk,i|γ)
,

(78)
for γ ∈ Γ\{0}. Similarly to (16), we can use (78) to represent
(10)–(11) as the following linear recursion:

λk,i(γ) =
∑

`∈Nk

a`k

(
λ`,i−1(γ) + c`(h`,i, γ)

)
, γ ∈ Γ \ {0}.

(79)
Likewise, we can write the adaptive social learning recursion,
based on steps (21) and (11), as

λk,i(γ) =
∑

`∈Nk

a`k

(
(1− δ)λ`,i−1(γ) + c`(h`,i, γ)

)
, (80)

for γ ∈ Γ \ {0}. Note that, in both cases, from knowledge
of λk,i(γ), we can recover the complete belief vector ϕk,i by
considering that its entries must add up to 1.

An instantaneous classification decision can be made by
taking the hypothesis that maximizes the belief ϕk,i:

γSML
k,i , arg max

γ∈Γ
ϕk,i(γ). (81)

The models ck(h, γ) are in practice unknown, therefore we
extend next the SML approach to the multiple-hypothesis case.

a) Training phase: Assume that each agent k possesses
a balanced dataset {h̃k,n, γ̃k,n}Nkn=1 over the M hypotheses
in Γ, then under the assumption of uniform priors over the
classes, and using Bayes’ rule, we can write:

ck(h, γ) = log
Lk(h|0)

Lk(h|γ)
= log

p̃(0|h)

p̃(γ|h)
, γ ∈ Γ \ {0}, (82)

where p̃(γ|h) is the posterior probability of class γ given the
observation h. In discriminative machine learning strategies,
classifiers yield approximate posterior probabilities

p̂k(γ|h;W ), γ ∈ Γ, (83)

where the parameters W (e.g., W = {W`} can be the
weight matrices of an L-layered neural network) are found
by minimizing the cross-entropy risk:

Rk(W ) , −Eh̃k,γ̃k log p̂k(γ̃k,n|h̃k,n;W ). (84)

Using its training dataset, each agent k can approximate the
cross-entropy risk by its empirical counterpart:

R̃k(W ) , − 1

Nk

Nk∑

n=1

log p̂k(γ̃k,n|h̃k,n;W ), (85)

whose minimizer is given by:

W̃k , arg min
W∈Wk

R̃k(W ), (86)

where the parameter space Wk depends on the chosen machine
architecture (e.g., for a neural network the parameter space
depends on the number of layers and neurons per layer).

b) Prediction phase: Upon training the above classifiers,
agents can use the learned models to generate the approximate
posterior probabilities given an observation hk,i:

p̂k(γ|hk,i; W̃k), γ ∈ Γ. (87)

During prediction, agents can implement the social learning
scheme in (79) by replacing the unknown statistic ck(hk,i, γ)
by:

c̃k(hk,i, γ) = log
p̂k(0|hk,i; W̃k)

p̂k(γ|hk,i; W̃k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
,f̃k(hk,i,γ)

−µ̃k(f̃k, γ), γ ∈ Γ\{0},

(88)
where the second term on the RHS is the empirical training
mean conditioned on classes 0 and γ, defined as

µ̃k(f̃k, γ) ,
1

|Nk,γ |
∑

n∈Nk,γ

f̃k(h̃k,n, γ), (89)

where Nk,γ , {n : γ̃k,n ∈ {0, γ}}, which corresponds to the
training samples associated with labels 0 and γ. Note that if we
reduce the multiple-hypothesis problem to a binary-hypothesis
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Fig. 9. Social machine learning applied to the MNIST example with classes Γ , {0, 1, . . . , 9}. (Left) Empirical training risk averaged over 5 repetitions for
all agents over training epochs. The risk corresponding to agents 1 and 9, the least informed agents, are highlighted in color. (Right) Belief evolution over
time for agent 1 as the underlying true state changes at every 100 time instants, i.e., γ0 = 0 for i ∈ [1, 100), then γ0 = 1 for i ∈ [100, 200), and so on.

problem, i.e., Γ = {0, 1}, then (88) reduces back to (38), as we
show next. When Γ = {0, 1}, we deal with a single statistic
c̃k(hk,i, 1) , c̃k(hk,i) and a single logit model f̃k(hk,i, 1) ,
f̃k(hk,i), while the empirical training mean conditioned on
classes 0 and 1 reduces to:

µ̃k(f̃k, 1) , µ̃k(f̃k) =
1

Nk

Nk∑

n=1

f̃k(hk,i), (90)

which is equivalent to the empirical training mean in (39) for
the binary case.

We present next an experimental example, showing that the
social machine learning strategy can be applied to the multiple-
hypothesis classification problem, wherein a single machine is
trained using data coming from multiple classes/ hypotheses.

c) Multi-class MNIST: Let us consider a similar setup
as the one presented in Sec. V-A, except that now we take
into account all classes contained in the MNIST dataset, that
is, M = 10 where classes represent digits 0, 1, 2, . . . , 9. We
consider the same network shown in Fig. 4, where each agent
sees a patch of the handwritten image according to Fig. 3.

In the training phase, each agent is given a balanced set
of 1000 labeled images (100 images per digit). Classifiers
are then independently trained using a MLP with 1 hidden
layer containing 64 hidden units and using tanh activation
function, over 30 training epochs. The updates are performed
using a batch size of 10 with learning rate 0.001. The empirical
training risk for each classifier over the training epochs can be
seen in the left panel of Fig. 9, where the risk was averaged
over 5 training repetitions.

In the prediction phase, agents observe unlabeled images
over time. The nature of images changes at every 100 sam-
ples: In i ∈ [0, 100) agents start observing digits 0; In
i ∈ [100, 200), agents observe digits 1; In i ∈ [200, 300),
agents observe digits 2, and so on. We implement the SML
strategy based on the adaptive social learning algorithm in (80)
with the choice δ = 0.1, and with the statistic c̃k(h, γ) given
in (88). In the right panel of Fig. 9, we see the evolution of
the belief ϕ1,i(γ) for agent 1 over time i.

Note that, as the digit being observed by the agent changes,
the algorithm is able to track these changes in such a way that
the belief is maximized at the true state. In this example, the

belief is not only maximized at the changing true state, but it
is also able to concentrate its full confidence around the truth
during most of the prediction phase.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, we focused on the following classification
problem. A network of spatially distributed agents observes
an event and all agents wish to determine the underlying
class exploiting a growing number of streaming observations
collected over time. Such problem has been thoroughly studied
within the social learning literature, where agents possess
a set of possible models to explain their observations. By
cooperating with neighbors, these agents are able to overcome
local limitations and achieve collective consistent learning of
the true underlying class.

These methods, however powerful, depend on the prior
knowledge of the set of possible models, or likelihoods, which
characterize the distribution of observations given different
underlying classes. In this work, we provided a fully data-
driven solution to the aforementioned problem. We introduced
Social Machine Learning, which is a two-step framework that
allows aggregating the information perceived by heteroge-
neous classifiers to improve their decision performance over
time, as the classifiers observe streaming data. The classifiers
are heterogeneous in the sense that their private observations
originate from different distributions. In our approach, we
introduce a training phase that, with a finite training dataset,
results in approximate models for the unknown data logit
statistics. These models are deployed in a prediction phase,
where one of the available social learning algorithms can be
used.

We show that consistent learning in the prediction phase
can be achieved with high probability, and we describe how
the number of training samples should scale to yield the de-
sired consistency. Furthermore, the decentralized collaboration
among agents results in an increased robustness in face of
poorly informed agents, as seen in the simulation results.
Simulations also show that our solution continually improves
performance over time, leveraging past acquired knowledge to
make better informed decisions in the present.
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APPENDIX A
COMPARISON BETWEEN SML AND [12]

Both [12] and our work address the issue of unspecified or
unknown likelihood models, which arises naturally in practical
applications where only data is available for inference. How-
ever, our approach is significantly different from the approach
proposed in [12], providing completely original contributions.
We highlight next the main differences between the two works.

Consider the approach in [12]. The first step of the approach
consists in choosing a proper family of parametric distribu-
tions. These distributions should satisfy two requirements. On
one hand, they must have an analytical form that makes the
subsequent steps viable. On the other hand, to guarantee good
performance, they must match the underlying physics of the
observed phenomenon [12]. They should also satisfy a series
of regularity conditions stated in Assumption 7 found in [12].
In contrast, in the SML strategy we make no assumption
about the underlying distributions and rely instead on a model-
independent and data-oriented approach by using a machine
learning architecture, which can be as general as a neural
network structure. One practical example is a residual neural
network, e.g., the RESNET18 architecture [39] which has
millions of parameters. These architectures are particularly
suitable when the designer has very little preliminary knowl-
edge concerning the nature of the dataset and would like to
choose a structure that can learn the “shape” of the underlying
distribution using only data.

In the SML strategy, we do not need to constrain our
likelihood models to belong to any usual distribution family,
such as Gaussian, multinomial, or Poisson. In contrast, the
choice of the family of distributions is important in [12] to
avoid the difficulties that arise in other steps of the procedure.
For instance, in the second step the system designer must be
able to derive a closed-form expression for the conjugate prior
function, which is only well defined for a limited family of
distributions [40]. Without a conjugate prior expression, we
also cannot determine a function to update its hyperparameters.
Finally, the authors in [12] explain that even after performing
the aforementioned steps it is possible that the uncertain
likelihood update does not have a closed-form solution, in
which case agents must use numerical methods to compute
the belief update.

The approach in [12] is valuable and is applicable in
many scenarios of interest. However, our approach introduces
significant novelty and is especially suited to strongly data-
driven settings where little or no prior knowledge is available.
In fact, the SML approach contemplates a wide variety of
applications, including those envisioned in [12], due to the
general architecture used in training. For example, consider a
realistic learning problem where agents are trying to detect
the underlying class of a stream of images consisting of
handwritten digits. We have shown in this work that the SML
is particularly suitable for such applications. In our example,
each agent trains a multilayer perceptron using their training
datasets, by solving an empirical minimization problem. The
samples from the MNIST dataset consist of 786 pixels, which
are partly observed by agents in such a way that each agent

sees an image patch with ∼ 90 pixels. It is unclear how the
strategy proposed in [12] could be used in this case, first, due
to the more diverse statistics of the data samples compared to
the distribution families considered in [12], and second, due
to the high-dimensionality of the samples.

We show next that, with reference to an example proposed
in [12], where features follow a 2-dimensional Gaussian distri-
bution, the SML strategy delivers better performance than the
strategy in [12], with the advantage of not requiring knowledge
about the parameterization of the true distributions.

A. 2-dimensional Gaussian Example

Inspired by the 2-dimensional Gaussian example in [12], we
consider the following simulation setup with binary classes,
i.e., γ ∈ {−1,+1}. We consider the same 4-agent network
used in [12], where the combination matrix is given by:

A =




0.5 0.5 0 0
0 0.5 0.5 0
0 0 0.5 0.5

0.5 0 0 0.5


 . (91)

Define the following distributions:

g1 , G (m1,Σ1) , g2 , G (m2,Σ2) (92)

where G(m,Σ) represents a multivariate Gaussian distribution
with mean vector m and covariance matrix Σ. In this example,
we choose

m1 = m2 ,
[
0 0

]
, (93)

and

Σ1 ,

[
1 0
0 1

]
, Σ2 ,

[
1.5 0
0 1.5

]
. (94)

Table I shows the correct likelihood models for each agent,
i.e., the true distribution of their observations h given different
hypotheses γ. Note that agent 2 is the only informative agent,
whose likelihoods are different given different classes.

agent 1 agent 2 agent 3 agent 4
Lk(h|+ 1) g1 g1 g1 g1

Lk(h| − 1) g1 g2 g1 g1

TABLE I
LIKELIHOOD MODELS SETUP.

We implement the strategy with uncertain likelihoods pro-
posed in [12], assuming that agents use multivariate Gaussian
distributions as the parameterized family of distributions. We
assume that all agents possess the same number of training
samples, i.e., N1 = N2 = N3 = N4 , 2N , where N
corresponds to the number of training samples per class.
During prediction, we assume the true state is +1. The details
in implementation follow the steps in [12].

For the sake of comparison with the SML strategy, we
choose to display the evolution of the log-ratio of beliefs,
namely

λk,i , log
ϕk,i(+1)

ϕk,i(−1)
(95)
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Fig. 10. Evolution over time of the log-ratio of beliefs for agent 1, averaged across 10 experiments regarding the 2-D Gaussian example using two different
approaches. (Left) Social learning with uncertain models [12]. (Right) Social machine learning (SML).

which can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 10 for agent
1 and for different sizes of training sets, i.e., for different
N . Note that for all training scenarios, the curve tends to
converge to a fixed positive value, which implies that, on one
hand, the belief is maximized at the true hypothesis +1, i.e.,
ϕ1,i(+1) > ϕ1,i(−1) for large i, and on the other hand, that
the belief at the wrong hypothesis ϕ1,i(−1) does not vanish,
i.e., ϕk,i(−1) > 0 for large i.

We apply the SML approach to the aforementioned setup.
We consider that each agent can train a feedforward neural
network, with 2 hidden layers with 10 hidden units each and
tanh activation function. The training is performed over 1000
epochs with learning rate 0.0001. We see in the right panel
of Fig. 10 the evolution of the log-ratio of beliefs over time
for different sizes of training sets. For all training setups, the
curves grow linearly with increasing time i. This implies not
only that the belief is maximized at the true hypothesis, but
also that for large i the belief corresponding to the wrong
hypothesis −1 vanishes, i.e., ϕk,i(−1) → 0, which means
that ϕk,i(+1) → 1 (since the entries of the belief add up to
1).

Note that the profound difference between the behavior of
the log-ratio of beliefs implies a significant difference in per-
formance between the two strategies. In the SML strategy, this
diverges linearly, as it happens in traditional social learning
with known likelihood models. This linear growth implies an
exponentially fast convergence of the belief vector toward the
right hypothesis, with a probability of correct learning that
improves steadily (and exponentially) as time elapses. These
benefits are lost with the approach in [12], since the log-ratio
of beliefs is no longer diverging exponentially.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Before detailing the proof of Theorem 1, we provide a
roadmap of the proof. The proof starts from Lemma 1 in
this same Appendix, resulting in the lower bound (98). On
the RHS of (98), there are two probability terms that should
be upper bounded. The first one is bounded using Eq. (132)
in Theorem 3 (found in Appendix C), while the second one
is bounded using Lemma 2 (found in Appendix F) and then

Eq. (131) in Theorem 3. After some algebraic manipulations,
we reach the final result of Theorem 1.

We present next Lemma 1, which provides a lower bound
on the probability of consistent learning. We denote the total
expected value of fk(h̃k,n) by:

µk(fk) , Eh̃kfk(h̃k,n) =
µ+
k (fk) + µ−k (fk)

2
, (96)

where we considered equal priors over the two classes +1 and
−1. We also denote its average across the network by:

µ(f) ,
K∑

`=1

πkµk(fk)
(a)
=
µ+(f) + µ−(f)

2
, (97)

where (a) follows from using (96) and the definition of µ+(f)
and µ−(f) found in (45).

Lemma 1 (Probability Bound for Consistent Learning).
For any d > 0, we have that:

Pc ≥ 1− P
(∣∣∣µ̃(f̃)− µ(f̃)

∣∣∣ ≥ d
)
− P

(
R(f̃) ≥ ∆

)
, (98)

where ∆ , log(1+e−d) and Pc is the probability of consistent
learning defined in (50).

Proof: Define the following events, which will be used
in the proof:

A ,

{∣∣∣µ(f̃)− µ̃(f̃)
∣∣∣ ≥ µ+(f̃)− µ−(f̃)

2

}
, (99)

B ,

{
µ+(f̃)− µ−(f̃)

2
> d

}
. (100)

First, in view of (50) and using de Morgan’s law [41], we can
write:

1− Pc = P
({
µ+(f̃) ≤ µ̃(f̃)

}∪ {µ−(f̃) ≥ µ̃(f̃)
})

(a)
= P

({
µ+(f̃)− µ(f̃) ≤ µ̃(f̃)− µ(f̃)

}

∪ {µ−(f̃)− µ(f̃) ≥ µ̃(f̃)− µ(f̃)
})

(b)
= P

({
µ+(f̃)− µ+(f̃) + µ−(f̃)

2
≤ µ̃(f̃)− µ(f̃)

}
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∪
{
µ−(f̃)− µ+(f̃) + µ−(f̃)

2
≥ µ̃(f̃)− µ(f̃)

})

= P

({
µ+(f̃)− µ−(f̃)

2
≤ −

(
µ(f̃)− µ̃(f̃)

)}

∪
{
µ+(f̃)− µ−(f̃)

2
≤ µ(f̃)− µ̃(f̃)

})

(c)
= P(A)
(d)
= P

(
A , B) + P

(
A , B

)

(e)
≤ P

(∣∣∣µ(f̃)− µ̃(f̃)
∣∣∣ ≥ d

)
+ P

(
µ+(f̃)− µ−(f̃)

2
≤ d
)
,

(101)

where in (a) we subtract µ(f̃) from both terms within the
probability operator, in (b) we replace µ(f̃) with (97), and (c)
follows from the following relation:
{
µ+(f̃)− µ−(f̃)

2
≤ −

(
µ(f̃)− µ̃(f̃)

)}

∪
{
µ+(f̃)− µ−(f̃)

2
≤ µ(f̃)− µ̃(f̃)

}

⇔
{∣∣∣µ(f̃)− µ̃(f̃)

∣∣∣ ≥ µ+(f̃)− µ−(f̃)

2

}
, A. (102)

In (d), we used the law of total probability, and (e) follows
from:

A ∩B⇒
{∣∣∣µ(f̃)− µ̃(f̃)

∣∣∣ ≥ d
}
, (103)

where B is defined in (100), and also from the fact that the
probability of intersection of two events is upper bounded by
the probability of one of the events.

Let us address the second probability term on the RHS
of (101). Consider the average network risk evaluated on the
training samples (h̃k,n, γ̃k,n), computed for a given function
fk ∈ Fk:

K∑

k=1

πkRk(fk)

=

K∑

k=1

πkEh̃k,γ̃k log

(
1 + exp

(
− γ̃k,nfk(h̃k,n)

))

(a)
≥

K∑

k=1

πk log
(

1 + exp
(
− Eh̃k,γ̃k γ̃k,nfk(h̃k,n)

))

(b)
≥ log

(
1 + exp

(
−

K∑

k=1

πkEh̃k,γ̃k γ̃k,nfk(h̃k,n)
))

(c)
≥ log

(
1 + exp

(1

2

K∑

k=1

πkELk(−1)fk(h̃k,n)

− 1

2

K∑

k=1

πkELk(+1)fk(h̃k,n)
))

(d)
= log

(
1 + exp

(
− µ+(f)− µ−(f)

2

))
, (104)

where in (a) and (b) we used Jensen’s inequality with the
convexity of function log(1+ex). In (c), we used the assump-
tion of uniform priors during training, and in (d) we used the
definition of the conditional means averaged over the network
found in (41) and (45). From (104), we have the following
implication for a given fk ∈ Fk for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K:

µ+(f)− µ−(f)

2
≤ d⇒

N∑

k=1

πkRk(fk) ≥ log
(
1 + e−d

)
.

(105)
Replace fk in (105) by f̃k (i.e., the models obtained in the
training phase). Then (105) results in:

P
( N∑

k=1

πkRk(f̃k) ≥ log
(
1 + e−d

) )

≥ P

(
µ+(f̃)− µ−(f̃)

2
≤ d
)

= P
(
B
)
. (106)

Using (106) in (101) and defining ∆ , log(1 + e−d) yields
the bound in (98).

Proof of Theorem 1: From Lemma 1, we obtain the lower
bound in (98) for the probability of consistent learning. Next,
we need to examine each of the terms on the RHS of (98).

Regarding the first term, we can write:
∣∣∣µ̃(f̃)− µ(f̃)

∣∣∣ ≤ sup
f∈F
|µ̃(f)− µ(f)| , (107)

which implies that

P
(∣∣∣µ̃(f̃)− µ(f̃)

∣∣∣ ≥ d
)
≤ P

(
sup
f∈F
|µ̃(f)− µ(f)| ≥ d

)
,

(108)
providing us with a uniform bound for the first term on the
RHS of (98). We will now call upon Theorem 3 (Appendix C)
to obtain an exponential upper bound on the RHS of (108).
Using (132) with the choice x = d in (108) yields:

P
(∣∣∣µ̃(f̃)− µ(f̃)

∣∣∣ ≥ d
)
≤ exp

{−(d− 4ρ)2Nmax

2α2β2

}
,

(109)
for any positive d such that d > 4ρ.

Next, we examine the second term on the RHS of (98).
Using Lemma 2 (Appendix F), with the choice x = ∆− Ro,
we can derive the following uniform upper bound:

P
(
R(f̃) ≥ ∆

)
≤ P

(
sup
f∈F

∣∣∣R̃(f)−R(f)
∣∣∣ ≥ ∆− Ro

2

)
,

(110)
for any positive d such that ∆ = log(1 + e−d) > Ro. Such d
exists since, by assumption, Ro < log 2.

Next, consider Eq. (131) of Theorem 3 (Appendix C), with
the choice x = (∆−Ro)/2 and function φ(x) = log(1 + ex),
which is a function with Lipschitz constant Lφ = 1. Replacing
(131) with these choices into (110) results in the bound:

P
(
R(f̃) ≥ ∆

)
≤ exp

{
−(∆−Ro

2 − 4ρ)2Nmax

2α2β2

}
, (111)
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for any d such that (∆− Ro)/2 > 4ρ. Using (109) and (111)
in (98) results in the following bound on the probability of
consistent learning

Pc ≥ 1− exp

{
−8(d4 − ρ)2Nmax

α2β2

}

− exp

{
−8(∆−Ro

8 − ρ)2Nmax

α2β2

}
, (112)

for any d satisfying

d

4
− ρ > 0 and

∆− Ro

8
− ρ > 0, (113)

i.e., for any d contained in the following interval:

d ∈ (4ρ,− log(e8ρ+Ro − 1)). (114)

For simplicity, we can rewrite (112) in the following manner:

Pc ≥ 1− exp

{−8E2
1(x)Nmax

α2β2

}
− exp

{−8E2
2(x)Nmax

α2β2

}
,

(115)

where we introduced the auxiliary functions:

E1(x) , x− ρ, (116)

E2(x) ,
log(1 + e−4x)− Ro

8
− ρ, (117)

and the free variable d was replaced by

x ,
d

4
. (118)

We can now maximize the minimum exponent, i.e., the slowest
decay rate, over the free parameter x. To this end, let us
consider the value x? that solves the equation:

E1(x?) = E2(x?), (119)

which corresponds to:

x? =
log(1 + e−4x?)− Ro

8
⇔ eR

o

e12x? − e4x? − 1 = 0.

(120)
Setting e4x? = y, we have to solve the third-order equation:

eR
o

y3 − y − 1 = 0, (121)

whose unique real-valued solution y? is available in closed
form. Within the range Ro ∈ [0, log 2], y? is strictly greater
than 1, yielding:

x? =
1

4
log(y?)

=
1

4
log

(
2× 3

1
3 + 2

1
3 e−R

o

[Z(Ro)]
2
3

6
2
3 [Z(Ro)]

1
3

)
, E (Ro), (122)

where

Z(Ro) = 9e2Ro +
√

3e3Ro(−4 + 27eRo). (123)

A good approximation for the function E (Ro) is the linear fit
— see Fig. 11:

E (Ro) ≈ 4E (0)

(
1− Ro

log 2

)
, (124)

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Ro

0.00

0.05

0.10

E
(R

o
)

Exact expression – Eq. (122)

Approximation – Eq. (124)

Fig. 11. Comparison between the exact expression in (122) and the approx-
imation in (124).

where the maximum allowed complexity corresponding to a
zero risk is:

4E (0) = 0.2812, (125)

which is related to the solution of the third-order equation:

y3 − y − 1 = 0. (126)

Fig. 11 shows how accurate the linear approximation in (124)
is with respect to the exact expression for E (Ro) in (122)
within the interval Ro ∈ [0, log 2].

Now, since E1(x) is an increasing function of x, while
E2(x) is a decreasing function of x, we conclude that if we
choose a value x 6= x? the minimum exponent necessarily
decreases. Accordingly, the minimum exponent is maximized
at the value x? = E (Ro).

Finally, letting
ρ < E (Ro), (127)

we end up with the following bound:

Pc ≥ 1− 2 exp

{
−8Nmax

α2β2

(
E (Ro)− ρ

)2
}
, (128)

and the proof is complete.

C AUXILIARY THEOREM

To develop the forthcoming result, we consider a Lφ-
Lipschitz loss function φ : R 7→ R+. The individual expected
and empirical risks are written accordingly as:

Rk(fk) = Ehk,γkφ(−γk,nfk(hk,n)), (129)

R̃k(fk) =
1

Nk

Nk∑

n=1

φ(−γk,nfk(hk,n)), (130)

where we removed the symbol ∼ from the top of random
variables γk,n and hk,n for simplicity of notation. Their
network averages R(f) and R̃(f) are defined as shown in
(37).

Theorem 3 (Uniform Law of Large Numbers). Assume that
the loss function φ : R 7→ R+ is Lφ−Lipschitz and that there
exists β > 0 such that fk(h) ≤ β for every h ∈ Hk, and
fk ∈ Fk and k = 1, 2, . . . ,K. Then we have the following
two results. First,

P

(
sup
f∈F

∣∣∣R̃(f)−R(f)
∣∣∣ ≥ x

)
≤ exp

{
−Nmax(x− 4Lφρ)

2

2α2L2
φβ

2

}
,

(131)
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for any x > 4Lφρ. Second,

P

(
sup
f∈F
|µ̃(f)− µ(f)| ≥ x

)
≤ exp

{
−Nmax (x− 4ρ)

2

2α2β2

}
,

(132)

for any x > 4ρ, where Nmax , maxkNk, ρ is the network
Rademacher complexity defined in (56), and α is defined as
(57).

Proof: In the proof, we use the known independent
bounded differences inequality, which is also known as Mc-
Diarmid’s inequality [42]. The inequality is reproduced here
without proof to facilitate its reference in the forthcoming
results.

McDiarmid’s Inequality. Let x represent a sequence of
independent random variables xn, with n = 1, 2, . . . , N and
xn ∈ Xn for all n. Suppose that the function g :

∏N
n=1 Xn 7→

R satisfies for every j = 1, 2, . . . , N :

|g(x)− g(x̌)| ≤ cj (133)

whenever the sequences x and x̌ differ only in the j−th
component. Then we have for t > 0:

P
(
g(x)− Eg(x) ≥ t

)
≤ e
−2t2/

N∑
j=1

c2j
, (134)

P
(
g(x)− Eg(x) ≤ −t

)
≤ e
−2t2/

N∑
j=1

c2j
. (135)

�

Before introducing the proof for Theorem 3, we provide
a roadmap of the results used in the proof. Both (131) and
(132) are proven using McDiarmid’s inequality, followed by
the auxiliary Lemma 4 (found in Appendix F) and finally using
Lemma 3 (also found in Appendix F).

We now develop the proof of (131) and (132) in Theorem 3
separately as follows.

a) Proof of (131): Consider that the sequence of samples
xn is replaced by a sequence of random pairs (hn,γn), with
n = 1, 2, . . . , Nmax, where Nmax , maxkNk. The quantity hn
is a sequence collecting random variables (or vectors) hk,n for
k = 1, 2, . . . ,K:

hn , {h1,n,h2,n, . . . ,hK,n}, (136)

and γn is a sequence of random variables γk,n for k =
1, 2, . . . ,K:

γn , {γ1,n,γ2,n, . . . ,γK,n}. (137)

The pairs (hn,γn) are independent and identically distributed
over time, i.e., for all n.

Define the following auxiliary quantity:

χk(fk) , Ehk,γkφ(−γk,nfk(hk,n)), (138)

where we recall that Ehk,γk is the expectation computed
according to the joint distribution of hk,n and γk,n. Our
function of interest is the following:

g(h, γ) = sup
f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
K∑

k=1

πk

[
χk(fk)− 1

Nk

Nk∑

n=1

φ(−γk,nfk(hk,n))
]∣∣∣∣∣,

(139)

where, to keep a concise notation, the arguments h, γ in-
dicate that the function g(·) depends on the collection of
sequences hn (defined in (136)) and γn (defined in (137)) for
n = 1, 2, . . . , Nk. The argument f represents the ensemble
of functions {fk}, where fk ∈ Fk, and we define the global
space of functions:

F , F1 × F2 × · · · × FK . (140)

From the collections h and γ, we can construct collections ȟ
and γ̌, by replacing hk,j and γk,j respectively with the distinct
samples ȟk,j and γ̌k,j for all k = 1, 2, . . . ,K. If j > Nk, the
inner summand in (139) is not altered, then, using the indicator
function, we can write

g(ȟ, γ̌)

= sup
f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
K∑

k=1

πk

[
χk(fk)− 1

Nk

Nk∑

n=1
n 6=j

φ(−γk,nfk(hk,n))

− 1[j ≤ Nk]

Nk
φ(−γ̌k,jfk(ȟk,j))

− 1[j > Nk]

Nk
φ(−γk,jfk(hk,j))

]∣∣∣∣∣

= sup
f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
K∑

k=1

πk

[
χk(fk)− 1

Nk

Nk∑

n=1

φ(−γk,nfk(hk,n))

+
1[j ≤ Nk]

Nk

(
φ(−γk,jfk(hk,j))− φ(−γ̌k,jfk(ȟk,j))

)]∣∣∣∣∣,

(141)

where 1[E] is indicator function defined as: 1[E] = 1, if
event E takes place, 1[E] = 0 otherwise. It is convenient to
introduce the following quantities:

uk(fk) , χk(fk)− 1

Nk

Nk∑

n=1

φ(−γk,nfk(hk,n)), (142)

vk(fk) ,
1[j ≤ Nk]

Nk

[
φ(−γk,jfk(hk,j))− φ(−γ̌k,jfk(ȟk,j))

]
,

(143)

where the dependence of uk(·) upon (h, γ) and of vk(·) upon
(ȟ, γ̌) has been skipped for ease of notation. In view of the
definitions in (142) and (143), we can rewrite (139) and (141)
as:

g(h, γ) = sup
f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
K∑

k=1

πkuk(fk)

∣∣∣∣∣ (144)

g(ȟ, γ̌) = sup
f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
K∑

k=1

πkuk(fk) +

K∑

k=1

πkvk(fk)

∣∣∣∣∣. (145)

Applying Lemma 4 (Appendix F) with the choices s1 =
g(h, γ), s2 = g(ȟ, γ̌), and

S(f) =

K∑

k=1

πkuk(fk), T (f) =

K∑

k=1

πkvk(fk), (146)
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we obtain:

|g(h, γ)− g(ȟ, γ̌)| ≤ sup
f∈F

∣∣∣
K∑

k=1

πkvk(fk)
∣∣∣

(a)
≤

K∑

k=1

πk sup
fk∈Fk

∣∣∣vk(fk)
∣∣∣, (147)

where (a) follows from the triangle inequality and the sub-
additive property of the supremum operator. Replacing (143)
into (147) yields

|g(h, γ)− g(ȟ, γ̌)|

≤
K∑

k=1

πk sup
fk∈Fk

∣∣∣∣∣
1[j ≤ Nk]

Nk

[
φ(−γk,jfk(hk,j))

− φ(−γ̌k,jfk(ȟk,j))
]∣∣∣∣∣

≤
K∑

k=1

πk sup
fk∈Fk

∣∣∣∣∣
1

Nk

[
φ(−γk,jfk(hk,j))− φ(−γ̌k,jfk(ȟk,j))

]∣∣∣∣∣
(a)
≤ Lφ

K∑

k=1

πk
Nk

sup
fk∈Fk

∣∣∣∣∣γk,jfk(hk,j)− γ̌k,jfk(ȟk,j)

∣∣∣∣∣
(b)
≤ Lφ

K∑

k=1

πk
Nk

sup
fk∈Fk

{∣∣∣γk,j
∣∣∣
∣∣∣fk(hk,j)

∣∣∣+
∣∣∣γ̌k,j

∣∣∣
∣∣∣fk(ȟk,j)

∣∣∣
}

(c)
≤ 2Lφβ

K∑

k=1

πk
Nk

(d)
=

2αLφβ

Nmax
. (148)

where (a) follows from the Lipschitz property of φ, (b) follows
from the triangle inequality, (c) follows from the boundedness
assumption fk(h) ≤ β and the fact that |γk,n| = 1 for all k
and i. Finally, in (d) we used the definition in (57), namely,

α ,
K∑

k=1

πk
Nmax

Nk
. (149)

Applying McDiarmid’s Inequality in (134) with cj =
2αLφβ/Nmax, we obtain the following deviation bound:

P
(

sup
f∈F
|R(f)− R̃(f)| − E sup

f∈F
|R(f)− R̃(f)| ≥ t

)

≤ e−t2Nmax/(2α
2L2

φβ
2), (150)

holding for all t > 0. To conclude the proof, we seek to
upper bound the second term inside the probability operator in
(150). The result from Lemma 3 (Appendix F) can be directly
employed to conclude that:

E sup
f∈F
|R(f)− R̃(f)| ≤ 4Lφρ. (151)

In view of (151), we have that

sup
f∈F
|R(f)− R̃(f)| ≥ t+ 4Lφρ

⇒ sup
f∈F
|R(f)− R̃(f)| − E sup

f∈F
|R(f)− R̃(f)|) ≥ t. (152)

From (152) and (150), we can conclude that

P
(

sup
f∈F
|R(f)− R̃(f)| ≥ t+ 4Lφρ

)
≤ e−t2Nmax/(2α

2L2
φβ

2).

(153)

Defining x = t+4Lφρ, and noting that x > 4Lφρ since t > 0,
completes the proof of (131).

b) Proof of (132): The proof for the uniform bound in
(132) follows similar arguments and will be thus presented in
a concise manner. We start by using McDiarmid’s Inequality
with the following choice of function g:

g(h) = sup
f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
K∑

k=1

πk

[
νk(fk)− 1

Nk

Nk∑

n=1

fk(hk,n)
]∣∣∣∣∣ , (154)

where we define the auxiliary quantity:

νk(fk) , Ehkfk(hk,n). (155)

We follow similar steps as the ones used to prove (131), which
results in the following bound:

P
(

sup
f∈F
|µ(f)− µ̃(f)| − E sup

f∈F
|µ(f)− µ̃(f)|) ≥ t

)

≤ e−t2Nmax/(2α
2β2). (156)

We use again Lemma 3 (Appendix F) to bound the second
term inside the probability operation in (156). For this we
take Lφ = 1 and we take γn = 1 as a deterministic variable,
which allows us to derive the result:

E sup
f∈F
|µ(f)− µ̃(f)| ≤ 4ρ. (157)

Replacing this bound in (156), defining x = t + 4ρ, with
x > 4ρ, yields the final result.

D PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Assuming ρk ≤ Ck/

√
Nk, it follows that (64) holds, i.e.,

ρ ≤ C√
Nmax

. (158)

For the bound in Theorem 1 to hold, the Rademacher com-
plexity must satisfy

ρ ≤ E (Ro). (159)

In view of (158), (159) is met if we choose:

C√
Nmax

< E (Ro)⇐ Nmax >

(
C

E (Ro)

)2

. (160)

Next, for a desired minimum probability of consistent learning
we should consider the bound found in (65). We have that:

Pc ≥ 1− ε

⇔ 2 exp

{
−8Nmax

α2β2

(
E (Ro)− C√

Nmax

)2
}
≤ ε

⇔ Nmax

(
E (Ro)− C√

Nmax

)2

≥ α2β2

8
log

(
2

ε

)
. (161)

We can develop the quadratic term in the LHS of (161) as

Nmax

(
E (Ro)− C√

Nmax

)2

= Nmax [E (Ro)]2 − 2
√
Nmax CE (Ro) + C2. (162)

Let

z =
√
Nmax E (Ro), b = C2 − α2β2

8
log

(
2

ε

)
. (163)
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To solve the inequality in (161), we must study the following
quadratic equality:

z2 − 2Cz + b = 0, (164)

whose positive solution is:

z = C +

√
α2β2

8
log

(
2

ε

)
. (165)

Thus the inequality in (161) is satisfied whenever:

√
Nmax >

1

E (Ro)

(
C +

√
α2β2

8
log

(
2

ε

))
, (166)

or yet when:

Nmax >

(
C

E (Ro)

)2
(

1 +
αβ

2C

√
1

2
log

(
2

ε

))2

. (167)

The final result of the theorem is established, since the bound
in (167) is more stringent than (160).

E PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

Before introducing the proof, in order to establish the
complexity of class FNN, we will resort to a set of known in-
equalities involving the Rademacher complexity operator [37],
[43], summarized in Property 1 (Appendix F). The proof
follows an inductive argument similar to the one used in
[30], where we establish an upper bound for the Rademacher
complexity of the output of one layer with respect to the output
of the previous layer, then this bound is iterated over the depth
of the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP).

We wish to analyze the complexity of the class of functions
FNN, which is defined in (71) as the difference between the
outputs of the neural network z1 and z2, for an input vector
x ∈ Rn0 . That is, function fNN has the following form (as
seen in (71)):

fNN(x) = log
p(+1|x; f)

p(−1|x; f)
= z1 − z2, (168)

where z1, z2 implement functions g(L) ∈ G(L) as defined in
(68) for ` = L. We thus say that fNN ∈ FNN, with

fNN(x) = g
(L)
1 (x)− g(L)

2 (x), (169)

where g(L)
1 , g

(L)
2 ∈ G(L).

From items 1 and 2 in Property 1 (Appendix F). choosing
c = −1, the empirical Rademacher complexity of FNN(x) will
satisfy:

R
(
FNN (x)

)
≤ R

(
G(L) (x)

)
+ R

(
G(L) (x)

)

= 2R
(
G(L) (x)

)
. (170)

From (68), the Rademacher complexity of G(`)(x) can be
expressed as:

R
(
G(`) (x)

)
= Er sup

wj ,g
(`−1)
j

∣∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

N∑

i=1

ri

m∑

j=1

wjσ
(
g

(`−1)
j (xi)

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
,

(171)

where ri are independent and identically distributed
Rademacher random variables, with P(ri = +1) = P(ri =
−1) = 1/2. The term on the RHS of (171) can be rewritten
as:

Er sup
w,g(`−1)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

m∑

j=1

wj

N∑

i=1

riσ
(
g

(`−1)
j (xi)

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣

(a)
≤ Er sup

w,g(`−1)

‖w‖1 max
j

∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

N∑

i=1

riσ
(
g

(`−1)
j (xi)

)∣∣∣∣∣
(b)
≤ bEr sup

g(`−1)

max
j

∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

N∑

i=1

riσ
(
g

(`−1)
j (xi)

)∣∣∣∣∣
(c)
= bR

(
σ ◦ G(`−1)(x)

) (d)
≤ 2bLσR

(
G(`−1)(x)

)
, (172)

where (a) follows from triangle inequality and taking the
maximum w.r.t. j, (b) follows from the assumption that
‖w‖1 ≤ b, (c) follows from the fact that g(`−1)

j ∈ G(`−1) for
all j = 1, 2, . . . ,m, (c) and (d) follows from the contraction
principle (item 3 in Property 1, Appendix F) in association
with the assumption that σ is a Lipschitz function with
constant Lσ .

Replacing (172) into (171), we have the following recursion:

R
(
G(`) (x)

)
≤ 2bLσR

(
G(`−1) (x)

)
. (173)

We can develop the recursion above across all layers up to `:

R
(
G(`)(x)

)
≤ (2bLσ)`−1R

(
G(1) (x)

)
. (174)

It remains to bound the Rademacher complexity relative to
G(1)(x) of the first layer, whose functions have the form of
g

(1)
m defined in (69). For this purpose, we can directly use the

result in Lemma 15 of [30], which bounds the Rademacher
complexity of a linear separator with bounded `p norm. Apply-
ing this lemma with p = 1, γ = b and ‖x‖∞ = maxi |xi| ≤ c,
we have:

R
(
G(1)(x)

)
= Er sup

wj

∣∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

N∑

i=1

ri

d∑

j=1

wjxi,j

∣∣∣∣∣∣

≤ 2bc
√

log(2n0)√
N

. (175)

Replacing (174) with ` = L and (175) into (170) yields the
final result.

F AUXILIARY RESULTS

We list three key properties of Rademacher complexity,
which are used in some of our results. These properties are
well known and therefore are reported here without proof,
which can be found in [37], [43].

Property 1 (Inequalities involving Rademacher Complex-
ity [37]). Let F,F1, . . . ,FK be classes of real-valued func-
tions, and x a sequence of samples {x1, x2, . . . , xN}. The
Rademacher complexity defined in (53) satisfies the following
properties:
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1) Subadditivity:

R
(∑K

k=1 Fk(x)
)
≤∑K

k=1 R(Fk(x)), (176)

with F1(x) + F2(x) , {[f1(x1) + f2(x1), f1(x2) +
f2(x2), . . . , f1(xN ) + f2(xN )] : f1 ∈ F1, f2 ∈ F2}.

2) Scaling: For every c ∈ R,

R(cF(x)) ≤ |c|R(F(x)), (177)

where cF(x) , {[cf(x1), cf(x2), . . . , cf(xN )] : f ∈
F}.

3) Contraction principle: Let φ : R 7→ R+ be Lipschitz
with constant Lφ and φ(0) = 0. Then:

R(φ ◦ F(x)) ≤ 2LφR(F(x)), (178)

with φ ◦F(x) , {[φ(f(x1)), φ(f(x2)), . . . , φ(f(xN ))] :
f ∈ F}.

�

The next three lemmas are important auxiliary results used
in the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3.

Lemma 2 (Upper Bound on the Estimation Error for the
Empirical Risk). From the definitions in (34)–(35) and (37),
for x > 0 we have that:

P
(
R(f̃)− Ro ≥ x

)
≤ P

(
sup
f∈F

∣∣∣R̃(f)−R(f)
∣∣∣ ≥ x

2

)
.

(179)

Proof: From (34) and (35), we can verify that for all
k = 1, 2, . . . ,K:

R̃k(f̃k) ≤ R̃(fk), for all fk ∈ Fk, (180)

which imply, from the definitions in (37), that

R̃(f̃) ≤ R̃(f), for all f ∈ F, (181)

where F is the global class of functions defined in (140). We
can develop the expression of the estimation error to obtain
the following uniform bound:

R(f̃)− Ro
(a)
= R(f̃)− inf

f∈F
R(f)

= R(f̃)− R̃(f̃) + R̃(f̃)− inf
f∈F

R(f)

= R(f̃)− R̃(f̃) + sup
f∈F

(
R̃(f̃)−R(f)

)

(b)
≤ R(f̃)− R̃(f̃) + sup

f∈F

(
R̃(f)−R(f)

)

≤ 2 sup
f∈F

∣∣∣R̃(f)−R(f)
∣∣∣ , (182)

where (a) follows from the definition in (34) and (b) follows
from (181).

Finally, from (182) and using the target risk notation in (34),
we note that

R(f̃)− Ro ≥ x⇒ sup
f∈F

∣∣∣R̃(f)−R(f)
∣∣∣ ≥ x/2, (183)

for any x > 0, thus concluding the proof.

Lemma 3 (Uniform Upper Bound for Lipschitz Cost
Functions). Assume that the pair of sequences (hn,γn) is
sampled independently from the same joint distribution for all
n = 1, 2, . . . , Nmax. Let fk : Hk 7→ R be a function belonging
to class Fk, and let φ : R 7→ R+ be a Lφ−Lipschitz function.
Then it follows that

Eh,γ sup
f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
K∑

k=1

πk

[
χk(fk)− 1

Nk

Nk∑

n=1

φ(−γk,nfk(hk,n))
]∣∣∣∣∣

≤ 4Lφρ, (184)

with
χk(fk) , Ehk,γkφ(−γk,nfk(hk,n)). (185)

Proof: Introduce the artificial pair h′n,γ
′
n, sampled in-

dependently with the same joint distribution of hn,γn. We
develop the following symmetrization argument, inspired by
the ones used in [34], [37].

First, we use the triangle inequality and the subadditive
property of the supremum operator:

Eh,γ sup
f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
K∑

k=1

πk

[
χk(fk)− 1

Nk

Nk∑

n=1

φ(−γk,nfk(hk,n))
]∣∣∣∣∣

≤
K∑

k=1

πkEhk,γk sup
fk∈Fk

∣∣∣∣∣χk(fk)− 1

Nk

Nk∑

n=1

φ(−γk,nfk(hk,n))

∣∣∣∣∣,

(186)

where we recall that the argument f represents the ensemble
of functions {fk}, with fk ∈ Fk, and F denotes the global
space of functions defined in (140).

We focus on the individual elements of the summation on
the RHS of (186), that is, on each term indexed by k. We drop
subscript k everywhere to simplify the notation.

Eh,γ sup
f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣χ(f)− 1

N

N∑

n=1

φ(−γnf(hn))

∣∣∣∣∣

(a)
= Eh,γ sup

f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣Eh′,γ′
1

N

N∑

n=1

[
φ(−γ′nf(h′n))−

N∑

n=1

φ(−γnf(hn))
]∣∣∣∣∣

(b)
≤ Eh,γEh′,γ′ sup

f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

N∑

n=1

[
φ(−γ′nf(h′n))− φ(−γnf(hn))

]∣∣∣∣∣

(c)
= Eh,γEh′,γ′Er sup

f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

N∑

n=1

rn

[
φ(−γ′nf(h′n))−φ(−γnf(hn))

]∣∣∣∣∣
(d)
≤ 2Eh,γEr sup

f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

N∑

n=1

rnφ(−γnf(hn))

∣∣∣∣∣
(e)
≤ 4LφEh,γEr sup

f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

N∑

n=1

rnγnf(hn)

∣∣∣∣∣
(f)
≤ 4LφEhEr sup

f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

N∑

n=1

rnf(hn)

∣∣∣∣∣
= 4LφEhR (F(h)) . (187)

We explain now each of the steps (a)–(f) performed in (187).
In (a) we used the i.i.d. property of the artificial samples
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(h′n,γ
′
n), (b) follows from the following two properties: i)

|Ex| ≤ E|x|; ii) supf∈F E|y(f)| ≤ E supf∈F |y(f)|.
In (c) we introduced the i.i.d. Rademacher random variables,

i.e., rn ∈ {−1,+1} with uniform probability, which are
independent of samples (hn,γn) and (h′n,γ

′
n). Since (hn,γn)

and (h′n,γ
′
n) are identically distributed and independently

sampled, exchanging (hn,γn) and (h′n,γ
′
n) is immaterial and

therefore we can safely introduce the Rademacher random
variables rn in the summation.

In (d), we used the triangle inequality for the absolute value
and the fact that (hn,γn) and (h′n,γ

′
n) are identically dis-

tributed. In (e), we use the Lipschitz property of φ associated
with the contraction principle of the Rademacher complexity
(item 3 in Property 1) to conclude that:

Er sup
f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

N∑

n=1

rnφ(−γnf(hn))

∣∣∣∣∣

≤ 2LφEr sup
f∈F

∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

N∑

n=1

rnγnf(hn)

∣∣∣∣∣ . (188)

Step (f) follows from similar symmetrization arguments, con-
sidering that γn assumes values ±1 and that rn and −rn are
equally distributed and independent form the samples and over
i. Finally replacing (187) into (186) for each of the summands
indexed by k, for all terms indexed by k, and recalling the
definition of ρ in (56), we obtain (184).

Lemma 4 (Auxiliary Result for Bounded Differences).
Assume S(f) and T (f) are operators dependent on a real-
valued function f ∈ F, and consider the following quantities:

s1 = sup
f∈F

∣∣∣S(f)
∣∣∣, s2 = sup

f∈F

∣∣∣S(f) + T (f)
∣∣∣. (189)

Then, we have that:

|s1 − s2| ≤ sup
f∈F

∣∣∣T (f)
∣∣∣. (190)

Proof: The proof is split in two cases.
a) Case s2 ≥ s1:

s2 − s1 = sup
f∈F

∣∣∣S(f) + T (f)
∣∣∣− sup

f∈F

∣∣∣S(f)
∣∣∣

≤ sup
f∈F

∣∣∣S(f)
∣∣∣+ sup

f∈F

∣∣∣T (f)
∣∣∣− sup

f∈F

∣∣∣S(f)
∣∣∣

= sup
f∈F

∣∣∣T (f)
∣∣∣, (191)

where the inequality follows from the triangle inequality
and the subadditive property of the supremum operator, i.e.,
supf∈F[a(f) + b(f)] ≤ supf∈F a(f) + supf∈F b(f).

b) Case s2 < s1:

s1 − s2 = sup
f∈F

∣∣∣S(f)
∣∣∣− sup

f∈F

∣∣∣S(f) + T (f)
∣∣∣

= sup
f∈F

(∣∣∣S(f)
∣∣∣− s2

)

(a)
≤ sup
f∈F

(∣∣∣S(f)
∣∣∣−
∣∣∣S(f) + T (f)

∣∣∣
)

≤ sup
f∈F

∣∣∣
∣∣∣S(f)

∣∣∣−
∣∣∣S(f) + T (f)

∣∣∣
∣∣∣

(b)
≤ sup

f∈F

∣∣∣S(f)− S(f) + T (f)
∣∣∣ = sup

f∈F

∣∣∣T (f)
∣∣∣, (192)

where (a) follows from the definition of s2, and (b) from the
reverse triangle inequality, i.e., |a− b| ≥ | |a| − |b| |.

Using (191) and (192), we obtain the desired result in (190).
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